
ABSTRACT 

O’CONNOR, JEREMIAH WYCOFF. Monitoring Nitrate, Chlorophyll, and CDOM Cycling 

in a Reservoir Using In Situ Mapping Techniques. (Under the direction of Dr. William 

Showers). 

 

Degradation of surface waters due to increased nutrient loading and subsequent 

eutrophication is a persistent problem on a global scale.  Expanding human populations and 

their associated development create increased pressure on local watersheds in terms of both 

point and non-point source pollution.  In this study a suite of in situ sensors measuring nitrate 

concentration, chlorophyll a concentration (Chl a), and chromophoric dissolved organic 

material (CDOM) fluorescence were deployed from a rapidly moving boat (~32 km/h) in 

order to identify sources of nutrients and CDOM, and to determine their relationship to 

eutrophication symptoms in Falls Lake, North Carolina. In addition, water samples were 

collected throughout the lake and from tributaries of interest for laboratory analysis. Results 

indicated the three main tributaries at the north end of the lake were the important 

contributors of both nitrate and CDOM. While two of the three were degraded due to 

significant effluent discharge from Waste Water Treatment Plants, the third appeared to be 

impacted by diffuse nutrient sources. However, atmospheric deposition of nitrate and 

ammonium exceeded tributary input, and the net nutrient loading to the lake was dominated 

by sediment release of both ammonium and phosphate. No direct relationship between nitrate 

and Chl a concentrations was observed, but bays that sewage impacted rivers emptied into 

displayed elevated Chl a values. Water samples from both the lake and streams were 

analyzed for stable isotopic analysis of δ
15

N and δ
18

O composition and were consistent with 

waste as the primary source of nitrate. Samples were also analyzed for CDOM absorbance 

and fluorescence through the creation of Excitation and Emission Matrices (EEMs) and the 



development of a nine component PARAFAC model.  Fluorescence values consistently 

declined from the north end of the lake to the southern end at the dam and water treatment 

plant intake. Absorbance values at 254 nm (a254) also showed a decreasing trend from north 

to south, while SR increased. The loss of absorption could have been caused by 

photodegradation, however, a hydrologic modeling experiment demonstrated that this change 

in optical character was actually due to mixing of un-polluted tributary and rain water with 

water from the main tributaries at the north end. At the southern end of the lake, adjacent to 

the water treatment plant intake, a series of depth profiles were made that revealed a stratified 

water column during summer months. There was evidence of production of CDOM in the 

anoxic hypolimnion that appeared to be linked to an increase in Chl a concentration. There 

was also a significant increase in a254 and a decrease in SR that suggested CDOM was 

released from the sediments in the hypolimnion. This study showed that the north end of the 

lake suffered from persistent eutrophication symptoms. However, as the water traveled south 

to the two exit points at the dam and the water treatment plant, water quality improved.      
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1. Introduction 

 

Increased delivery of nutrients, particularly nitrogen and phosphorus, to lakes and other water 

bodies can lead to eutrophication, which has a significant impact on water quality (Hall et al., 

1978, Carpenter at al., 1998, Conley 1999, Jeppesen et al., 1999, Staehr et al., 2009).  This 

nutrient loading in fresh water systems can cause a significant shift in the local ecosystem by 

increasing algae concentrations, reducing the depth of light availability for plants, and 

reducing the overall diversity of aquatic vegetation (Harper, 1992). The subsequent bacterial 

decomposition of algae and other plant material can cause dramatic reductions in dissolved 

oxygen, leading to large scale fish kills. Increased aquatic plants also make waters less 

appealing for recreation by reducing their navigability and by creating algal scum or mats on 

the surface (Moss et al., 2006, Smith et al., 1999).  In reservoirs this reduces the quality of 

drinking water and adds to purification costs by introducing additional dissolved organic 

material, and possibly even toxins from cyano-bacteria blooms (Anderson et al., 2002, 

Weishaar et al., 2003, Moss et al., 2006, Touchette et al., 2007, Burkholder, 2009, Zhang et 

al., 2009). An important parameter in potable water quality is both the quantity and quality of 

Dissolved Organic Carbon (DOC) content, because it can be an indicator of the potential to 

for hazardous Disinfection Byproducts (DBPs) to form during the treatment process 

(Weishaar et al., 2003, Westphal et al., 2004, Kraus et al., 2010). Thus, in a reservoir that is 

suffering from degraded water quality it is important to understand both sources of nutrients 
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leading to eutrophication, and the relationship between this excessive algae growth and the 

DOC of water delivered to the Water Treatment Plant (WTP). 

The two main elements that support primary productivity, and thus lead to 

eutrophication, are nitrogen and phosphorus. Nitrogen in fresh water ecosystems is most 

bioavailable in the form of nitrate (NO3
-
) and ammonium (NH4

+
), and phosphorus is most 

bioavailable in the form of phosphate (PO4
3-

) (Harper, 1992, Moss et al., 1996, Anderson et 

al., 2002, Kalff, 2002). These two nutrients are commonly delivered to lakes from surface 

waters, atmospheric deposition, and exchange with underwater sediments. Recently in-situ 

optical devices have been developed for measuring nitrate concentrations which can provide 

rapid and reliable data in the field. Nitrogen in surface waters has many sources which 

include effluent from Waste Water Treatment Plants (WWTPs), runoff from excess fertilizers 

and animal manure, and contaminated groundwater (Kendall and McDonnell, 1998, Howarth 

et al., 2002, Paerl and Scott, 2010).  

Atmospheric deposition generally involves nitrogen and sulfur, except in cases of 

large amounts of dust that can deliver phosphate. Atmospheric nitrogen sources have been 

linked to both fertilizer and livestock agricultural operations, and also formed by lighting and  

fossil fuel combustion in cars and power generation plants (Paerl and Fogel, 1994, Galloway, 

1998, Russel et al., 1998, Burns et al., 2009). Flux from bottom sediments can be a 

significant source of nutrients and derives from the decomposition of particulate organic 

matter. The microbial consumption and breakdown of microorganisms and aquatic animal 

waste recycles nutrients back into the water column, and can prolong eutrophication 
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symptoms after external sources of nutrients have been reduced or eliminated (Andersen and 

Jensen, 1992, Harper, 2002, Moss et all, 1996, Kalff, 2002). 

Analysis of nitrate’s dual isotopic composition (δ
15

N and δ
18

O) can help determine its 

origin. Different sources of nitrate such as fertilizer, soil pore water, manure, septic waste, 

and atmospheric deposition have distinct isotopic signatures that can be distinguished from 

each other (Kendall and McDonnell, 1998, Burns, 2009, Wankel, 2009, Ohte, 2010). 

Synthetic fertilizer is typically produced from atmospheric N2 and O2, and its most common 

values of δ
15

N (-4 to +4‰) and δ
18

O (+18 to +22‰), which are close to the naturally 

occurring composition, reflect little fractionation during this process. Soil pore waters can 

contain a wide variety of nitrogen compounds, but studies have found typical values of NO3
-
,  

 

 
Figure 1. Nitrate Isotopic composition and Potential 

Sources. By combining 
15

N and 
18

O isotopic composition  

of NO3
-
 sources can be identified (Kendall and 

McDonnell, 1998). 
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microbially fixed from NH4
+ 

and deriving oxygen from H2O and O2,  range from +5 to +17‰ 

(δ
15

N) and -5 to +15‰ (δ
18

O), although this can vary considerably depending on the isotopic 

composition of the source material. Nitrogen found in manure and septic waste originates 

from human and animal food. Before consumption it had values closer to those of soil (plant 

material is in this range and constitutes the bulk of most human and livestock diet), but 

fractionation processes inside the organisms, namely the production of urine and 

volatilization of ammonia, prefer the lighter isotope and enrich the remainder of the reactant 

in the heavier isotope. Thus the range for waste has δ
18

O values close to soil water, but δ
15

N 

can be from 0 to +25‰. Atmospheric nitrate generally has a δ
18

O value greater than 60‰ 

and δ
15

N is usually in the range of -8 to +8‰ (Kendall and McDonnell, 1998, Chang et al., 

2002, Burns et al., 2009). In addition, de-nitrification will result in both δ
15

N and δ
18

O 

becoming heavier during the fractionation process, because biological utilization of nitrate 

will prefer the lighter isotope. Thus the material produced (product) will have a lighter 

signature, and the material left behind (reactant) will become enriched in the heavier 

isotopes. The reactant nitrate becomes heavier during denitrification in a fairly constant ratio 

of 2:1 of  δ
15

N:δ
18

O (Kendall and McDonnel, 1998, Chang et al., 2002). This information is 

plotted in Figure 1. 

  Nutrient loading is the main factor causing eutrophication, however, a more important  

problem from a drinking water perspective is organic carbon content in the water. The 

quantity and quality of DOC in natural waters varies greatly, and is an important issue for 

water treatment plants due to its potential to form disinfectant byproducts (DBPs). These can 
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include compounds such as trihalomethanes and haloacetic compounds, which are produced 

during treatment as chlorination and ozonation processes react with organic molecules 

(Kraus et al., 2010, Baghoth et al., 2011).  DOC has allochthonous sources, which can 

include leaching out of soils, run off containing animal waste, discharge from Waste Water 

Treatment Plants (WWTPs), and rainwater (Baker, 2001, Wilson and Xenopoulos, 2008, 

Miller et al., 2009, Santin et al., 2009, Kraus et al., 2010). DOC also has autochthonous 

sources which can be attributed to algae and aquatic vegetation (Parlanti et al., 2000, 

Stedmon et al., 2003, Tzortziou et al., 2008, Zhang et al., 2009).  Increases in DOC 

concentrations lead to higher purification costs for the treatment process (Leenheer and 

Croue, 2003, Sung, 2003, Kraus et al., 2000, Baghoth, 2011). While DOC concentration has 

often been used by WTPs to determine the potential for DPB formation, it is not always an 

effective indicator. Differences in the molecules comprising DOC can have a significant 

effect on its reactivity with chlorine and other treatment chemicals (Weishaar et al., 2003). 

The composition of DOC, and thus its treatability, can vary between different aquatic 

systems, depending on the source of the organic material.    

Recently an economical and effective way to study DOC quantity and quality through 

optical techniques has been developed for a variety of applications (Stedmon et al., 2003, 

Coble, 2007, Fellman et al., 2010). Colored Dissolved Organic Matter (CDOM) is the portion 

of DOC that reacts with light and can be studied through absorbance and fluorescence 

spectroscopy. Optical investigations of CDOM have been useful in many applications, 

including identifying sources of DOC in natural waters, detecting WWTP effluent in rivers, 
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understanding cycling of DOC in lakes, tracing mixing of water masses, and evaluating the 

effects of solar radiation on DOC composition (Yan et al., 2000, Mostofa et al, 2005, Osburn 

et al., 2009., Zhang et al., 2009, Kraus and Anderson, 2010).  Additionally absorbance values 

can be used as a proxy for DOC (MacCraith et al., 1993, Allard et al., 1994, Stedmon et al., 

2000, Kraus and Anderson, 2010). In an effort to make measurements easier, WWTPs often 

use absorbance values at 254 nm  as a proxy for DOC in water to be processed at the plant 

(Sung, 2003, Westphal et al., 2004, Henderson et al., 2009), although the exact relationship 

can vary from one system to another.  

Excitation emission matrix spectroscopy (EEM) is a useful tool to estimate the quality 

and origin of CDOM (Stedmon et al., 2003, Baghoth et al., 2011, Baker and Inverarity, 2004, 

 
Figure 2. Location of commonly identified EEM peaks. 

The emission and excitation ranges of previously 

identified EEM peaks (Fellman et al., 2010). 
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Yan et al., 2000, Zhang et al., 2009). Different peaks can be identified based on the location 

of their excitation and emission maxima in an EEM (Figure 2). These fluorophores have been  

attributed to primarily protein and humic-like substances and can offer qualitative 

information on the origin, composition, and concentration of CDOM (Stedmon 2003, Coble, 

2007, Fellman, 2010). Due to the complex interactions of different chemical constituents, 

EEMs often contain more than one peak. Separating peaks from each other as well as 

estimating their relative contribution to a sample can be difficult based on visual 

discrimination. Stedmon et al. (2003) developed a Parallel Factor Analysis model 

(PARAFAC) to evaluate EEMs of a number of different samples from the same or related 

aquatic systems. PARAFAC is a three way modeling technique which can decompose a 

group of EEMS into their statistically significant fluorescent components.  It can also 

estimate the fluorescence intensity of each component in each sample. Thus a PARAFAC 

model with components similar to fluorescent peaks previously identified in the literature can 

be useful in analyzing EEM results and comparing them to the work of other researchers.   

The objective of this thesis is to identify sources of nutrient loads, understand their 

effect on algae blooms, and determine if CDOM concentration or character was affected by 

these eutrophication symptoms in Falls Lake. Water quality parameters were measured with 

a suite of in-situ sensors and supplemented with water samples analyzed for stable isotopic 

composition and CDOM absorbance and fluorescence.  
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Figure 3. Falls Lake Geologic Map and Tributaries. The abrupt transition in lake 

morphology is visible at the transition from sedimentary to metamorphic rock 

units.TRc: Conglomerate, Fanglomerate, Sandstone. PzZg: Metamorphosed Gabbro 

and Diorite. CZbg: Biotite Gneiss and Schist. CZfg: Felsic Mica Gneiss. Raleigh is to 

the south and Durham is to the east (NC OneMap). 

 

2. Methods 

 

2.1 Site description 

 

Falls of the Neuse Lake is located 25 km north of the city of Raleigh and was designed as a 

municipal drinking water supply for Wake County. It was created by a dam at its southern 
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end and was filled by 1983. The lake is 34 km long, covers 50.2 km
2
, and has a total volume 

of 0.162km
3
 at normal pool (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers). The primary tributaries are 

located at the north end and include the Little and Flat Rivers which join the Eno before 

discharging into the lake (Figure 3). In addition Ellerbe and Knap of Reeds Creeks flow  

into the northern end and both contain effluent from Waste Water Treatment Plants 

(WWTP).  Drinking water is extracted at the southern end of the lake and processed at the 

E.M. Johnson water treatment plant.   

 Construction of the dam flooded a portion of the Neuse River’s watershed and the 

shape of the original river is very obvious from a map (Figure 3). In the northern half of the 

lake mostly flat laying sedimentary layers (conglomerate, fanglomerate, and sandstone)  

coincide with broad open bays that are relatively shallow. This section of the lake can be as 

wide as 2km but is no more than 10m deep, and most of the area is considerably shallower. 

The southern half of the lake lies over a collection of hard metamorphic rocks, including 

gabbro, biotite schist, and felsic gneiss. These units are much less susceptible to erosion and 

impart a distinctive change in morphology to the lake. In the southern half a narrow channel, 

usually no more than 0.3km wide, takes a tightly curved path that winds almost 20km south 

to the dam. The sides of the lake are steep and the depth transitions from 10m at the center of 

the lake to 15m in the deepest parts just north of the dam. The Falls Lake watershed covers 

2,000 square km and includes part of the city of Durham as well as other smaller 

communities. Approximately 90,000 people live within its boundaries and the land cover is 
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approximately 58% forest, 18% agriculture, 11% urban development, 6% shrub and 

grassland, 3% water, 2% wetlands, and 2% impervious roads (DWQ 2009a).  

From the date of construction, Falls Lake was recognized as nutrient sensitive and 

restrictions were placed on phosphate discharge from municipal WWTPs since 1983. In 1988 

a state wide ban was adopted on detergents containing this nutrient (DWQ 2009b). Although 

significant reductions in phosphate load were reached by 1993, it was recognized that 

eutrophication was still a significant problem in the reservoir and for the Neuse River 

Estuary. Frequent violations of the 40 µg/l Chl a maximum standard in the lake prompted 

further regulations to additionally limit nitrogen loading which were adopted in 1998. By 

2004 a 30% reduction in nitrogen inputs had been achieved over 1991-1995 levels (DWQ 

2009b). However, based on intensive field sampling conducted from 2005 to 2007, it was 

determined that Falls Lake was still experiencing significant eutrophication problems (DWQ 

2010). There were frequent violations of the 40 µg/L Chl a maximum standard with more 

violations occurring in the northern section of the lake (DWQ 2010, Lin and Li, 2011). Most 

often during nutrient reduction efforts in fresh water systems phosphate is the primary target 

for reduction. However exact relationships between nitrogen, phosphate, and eutrophication 

can vary among systems (Moss, 1996, Johnes, 1999, Smith et al., 1999, Scheffer and van 

Nes, 2007). Recent studies have shown that nitrogen can be an equally important limiting 

nutrient in the eutrophication of fresh water ecosystems (Paerl and Scott, 2010, Scott and 

McCarthy, 2010, Lewis et al., 2011).  Both field sampling and modeling results showed the 

north end of the lake, near the major tributaries, was the most impaired with regard to Chl a 
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concentrations. Modeling results showed nitrogen to be the limiting nutrient in this section, 

and based on nitrogen:phosphate mass ratios for the entire lake, bioreactive nitrogen was 

found to be the most common limiting nutrient for phytoplankton growth overall (Lin and Li, 

2011). Thus identifying nitrogen inputs to the lake was an important step in remediation. A 

new set of rules was designed in 2010, based on modeling efforts of both the lake and the 

watershed, as described in DWQ (2010, 2010b). The regulations were aimed at significant 

reductions in both phosphate and nitrate loading and were approved in December 2010. They 

went into effect in January 2011. 

 

2.2 In Situ Sensors 

  

An assemblage of instruments that make optical measurements of water quality were 

connected so that sampled water flowed through the sensors in series. A SUNA (Submersible 

Ultraviolet Nitrate Analyzer, Satlantic Corporation) nitrate sensor measured the slope of the 

light absorption curve between 217.5nm and 240nm and used this information to calculate 

nitrate concentration.  A SONDE 6600 (YSI Incorporated) with multiple sensor ports was 

used to measure temperature, pH, Dissolved Oxygen, and Chl a concentrations. A portable 

fluorometer externally attached to the SONDE, manufactured by Seapoint Sensors 

Incorporated, measured CDOM fluorescence by exciting (ex) at 370nm ±6nm and recorded 

fluorescence emission (em) at 440 ±20nm. These instruments were connected in series and 

mounted in a large cooler filled with water. This prevented the introduction of air bubbles 
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into the system and cooled the SUNA, which can overheat in direct sunlight. The flow 

through chambers for the instruments were connected by tygon plastic tubing to an intake 

pipe, located at the stern of the sampling boat 10cm below the hull and 1m outboard of the 

propeller. A pump was attached to the exit of the system to pull water past all of the sensors 

during low speed operation. Bubbles will interfere with sensor measurements so it was 

important to have the intake situated at least 10cm below the hull. With this configuration 

water was sampled continuously up to the maximum speed of the boat (32kmph). A nitrate 

(SUNA) measurement was recorded every 2 seconds, and Chl a and CDOM (SONDE 6600 

with external fluorometer) measurements were recorded every 30 seconds. An onboard GPS 

recorded the location of the boat every second. After the survey the time stamp from the 

measurements was matched with GPS positions and then plotted using ARC GIS software to 

produce a map of continuous values.  

Due to the arrangement of instruments and hoses in series, there was a delay between 

when the sample was collected at the intake and when it passed through the sensors. This was 

measured with the instrument configuration set up in the lab, using tracers, and found to be 

11, 13, and 18 seconds for the nitrate, CDOM, and Chl a sensors, respectively. When the boat 

was travelling at top speed, this could result in a Chl a sample (the sensor with the longest 

delay time) being recorded up to 160m from the location it was sampled. Thus delay 

corrections were used when processing the data, and in situ instrument measurements were 

displayed on the maps in the locations the boat was at 11, 13, or 18 seconds prior to 

sampling, depending on the sensor.  
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 At the southern end of the lake, where the intake for the water treatment plant was 

located and the water was deepest, a series of depth profiles was collected. The tube leading 

to the instruments was detached from the stern intake and attached to a 16m hose, marked at 

0.6m increments, with a weight on the end. It was lowered into the water 1.2m at a time as 

water was pulled through the system by the pump. When the hose reached a new depth it 

took approximately 90 seconds for the measurements to stabilize as water from the newly 

sampled depth circulated through the hose and all the instruments. After 180 seconds values 

for that depth were recorded and the hose was lowered another 1.2 m. All the measurements 

were combined to produce depth profiles at the deepest portion of the lake. This was 1 km 

north of the dam which was the exit for water into the Neuse River.     

Regular calibration of the instruments is essential to ensure accurate readings. The 

SUNA was calibrated with a series of solutions of potassium nitrate (KNO3) dissolved in de-

ionized water, and the fluorometer was calibrated with a set of standards of quinine sulfate 

dissolved in .1 N sulfuric acid (Coble, 1993). Because Chl a standards are not readily 

available or stable for significant lengths of time, the manufacturer recommended zeroing the 

instrument with de-ionized water before each use. During instrument deployment field 

samples were collected for laboratory analysis, which were then used to create a calibration 

curve for the sensor, which was applied later during data processing.  

In addition to continuous open water sampling, temporal variations in water quality 

were collected using a stationary arrangement of in situ sensors composed of a SONDE and 

an ISUS (In Situ Ultraviolet Spectrophotometry, Satlantic Corporation), that measured nitrate 
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concentrations. This instrument package was mounted in an aluminum cage and placed in 

Ellerbe Creek and The Eno River, upstream of the lake at locations with USGS gaging 

stations, so that nitrate concentrations could be combined with discharge data to estimate 

nitrate flux. To confirm in situ measurements these instruments were calibrated before 

deployment and water samples were collected at the beginning and end of the time series. 

 

2.3 Water Samples 

 

A set of six to ten discrete water samples were collected during each nutrient mapping run for 

further laboratory analysis. Samples for nitrate concentrations (N = 153) were processed in 

the lab on a Lachat Quick-Chem 8000 Ion Chromatograph using EPA method 353.2. Chl a 

samples (N = 37) were collected during each mapping period, stored in the dark on ice, and 

filtered within 8 hours of collection at the end of a mapping run. A solution of 90% 

photometric grade acetone and 10% Milli-Q water (Millipore Corporation) was used to 

extract chlorophyll pigment from Whatman GF/F 0.7 µm filters. EPA method 446 

(absorbance) was used to determine Chl a concentrations. In addition, for added confidence, 

a set of Chl a samples (N = 6) was processed at an outside state certified lab using EPA 

method 445(fluorescence). The values in µg/L from these samples were compared to the in 

situ measurements and a calibration curve was developed to correct the SONDE Chl a probe 

measurements as recommended by the manufacturer.  
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  A simple estimation of nutrient sources to the lake was made by combining field 

measurements, USGS gauge discharge data, and publicly available data from nearby 

meteorological stations. For wet and dry nutrient deposition rates, data was taken from the 

National Atmospheric Deposition Program station NC41 located at Finley Farms, North 

Carolina, and the Clean Air Status and Trends Network station PED108 located in Prince 

Edward county, Virginia.  Data were also collected from the Final Falls Lake Report (DWQ 

2009b) to estimate the presumed constant benthic nutrient flux rates. All of this information 

was combined for the 6 days that field data were available from all the tributaries to estimate 

Nitrate, Ammonium, and Phosphate contributions to the lake from tributaries, atmospheric 

deposition, and sediment flux. 

 Surface water samples (N = 16) were collected for analysis of stable isotopic 

composition. 1-4 liters of water were collected for δ
15

N and δ
18

O isotopic analysis and 

analyzed with the Chang (1999) and Silva (2000) methods. Samples were extracted within 24 

hours and analyzed with a Finnigan Mat Delta XL Continuous Flow Isotope Ratio Mass 

Spectrometer. Results are expressed in per mil (‰) values where δ
15

N is compared to 

atmospheric air and δ
18

O is compared to Vienna standard mean ocean water (VSMOW). 

Instrument blanks and metal boat blanks were used to determine the instrument base line and 

correct isotopic values, and every ten samples a set of 3-5 in-house made standards were run 

to ensure proper instrument calibration (Hayes, 1983). Also during each run IAEA standards 

N1, N2, and USGS25 were run to calibrate δ
15

N values and IAEA standards SMOW, GISP, 

and SLAP were run to calibrate δ
18

O values. Stable isotope samples were collected from the 
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major tributaries shortly above where they discharge into the lake. Samples of pure effluent 

from the Durham, Butner, and Hillsborough WWTPs were also collected. Both the Eno River 

and Ellerbe Creek were sampled during low flow and storm events. Ellerbe Creek was also 

sampled above the WWTP during base flow and a storm event. 

CDOM samples (N = 282) were collected in glass pre-combusted BOD bottles and 

stored in the dark on ice until return to the lab. Within 8 hours of collection they were filtered 

with pre-combusted Millipore 0.7 µm glass fiber filters and stored in BOD bottles at 4
o
C in 

the dark and analyzed within 1 week. CDOM samples were measured in a 1cm quartz cell for 

absorption (Cary 300 Bio-UV Visible Spectrophotometer, Varian) and fluorescence (Cary 

Eclipse Fluorescence Spectrophotometer, Varian). Absorbance was measured from 200-

800nm at 1 nm intervals. The resulting absorbance data (A) was processed using an in-house 

MATLAB script (Osburn et al., 2011). Values were converted to Napierian absorption 

coefficients (a) by the equation   a(λ) = 2.303A(λ) / L where L represents the path length of the 

quartz cell in meters. Absorption coefficients corrected for inner filtering effects at 254 nm 

are reported as a254. The natural log transformed slopes of the absorption curves between 

275-295 nm and 350-400 nm were determined using linear regression and compared to 

produce the slope ratio (SR) (Helms et al., 2008). For fluorescence, excitation was conducted 

from 240-450 nm at 5 nm intervals and emission was measured from 300-600 nm at 2 nm 

intervals. These data were corrected for inner filtering effect with the absorbance data to 

produce Excitation and Emission Matrices (EEMs) using an in-house MATLAB script 

(Osburn et al., 2011). The resulting EEMs were used to develop a PARAFAC model using 
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Figure 4. EEM of Quinine Sulphate. An EEM of 250 µg/L 

quinine sulfate showing the location the portable CDOM 

sensor measured outlined in red, and the location the 

laboratory fluorescence spectrometer measured in black.   

the DOMFluor toolbox for MATLAB (Stedmon, 2008). Each sample was normalized to 

maximum fluorescence for the PARAFAC process. After split-half validation of the model 

the relative fluorescence of each component was multiplied by the maximum fluorescence of 

each sample to express the components for each sample in Quinine Sulfate Equivalency 

(QSE) values. Fluorescence was calibrated to produce QSE values by a method developed by 

Lawaetz and Stedmon (2009) described below.  

Comparing in situ fluorescence measurements to those conducted with the laboratory 

fluorometer was complicated because the two instruments had significantly different methods  
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for calibration. The in situ instrument was relatively simple and was calibrated with a set of 

solutions of quinine sulfate at different concentrations. The instrument made a measurement 

by applying light between 364 and 376 nm to the sample and measuring the light fluoresced 

in response between 420 and 460 nm. The instrument then calculated the full width of the 

signal response at half of its maximum intensity and assigned an arbitrary unit (A.U.) to this 

value (Sea Point User Manual). The user then takes the A.U. measurements over a range of 

quinine sulfate concentrations and uses this information to create a calibration curve. This 

curve allows the results to be expressed in standardized units of Q.S.E. which can be 

compared to the results of other studies.    

For the multi-wavelength fluorescence spectrometer a more detailed calibration 

technique was used. Lawaetz and Stedmon (2009) developed a method to standardize 

intensity calibrations between instruments based on measuring the integrated area under the 

Raman scatter peak of pure water (Arp). Raman scattering refers to non-elastic scattering of 

light photons due to the vibration of water molecules. The scattered photons lose energy in 

the process and transition to a higher wavelength. For this instrument Arp was measured at 

350 nm excitation and from 370 to 428 nm emission wavelengths. Arp is a consistent feature 

of pure water and this allows calibration of the instrument without the use of chemical 

standards. Results were expressed in Raman Units (R.U.), however Quinine Sulfate 

Equivalencies (Q.S.E.) were more commonly used so R.U. were converted to Q.S.E. by the 

equation 
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    Q.S.E. = R.U./0.0691.      (1) 

 

This equation was based on the relationship between R.U. and the fluorescence intensity a 

solution of 1 ppb quinine sulfate displayed at 250 nm excitation and 450 nm emission  

wavelengths. Milli-Q water was measured at the beginning of each sample run so that the 

instrument was calibrated for every batch of samples.  

 An additional calibration curve was required to relate the in situ fluorometer to the 

fluorescence spectrometer. The values for both instruments were expressed in Q.S.E., 

however each instrument used the fluorescence intensity from different excitation and 

emission locations as a standard reference. For laboratory calibrations the Lawaetz and 

Stedmon (2009) method used the fluorescence intensity displayed by a solution of quinine 

sulfate at 250 nm emission and 450 nm excitation wavelengths. The in situ instrument only  

measured the area around 370 nm excitation and 420 nm emission and was thus limited to  

data from these wavelengths. Figure 4 shows these two different locations in an EEM of a 

solution of quinine sulfate.  In order to normalize the in situ Q.S.E. to Q.S.E. as defined by 

Lawaetz and Stedmon (2009) the equation 

 

       (Lawaetz and Stedmon Q.S.E.) = 0.153 (in situ Q.S.E.)    (2) 

 

was used. This equation defined the direct relationship between the fluorescence intensity of 

a solution of quinine sulfate at 250 nm excitation and 450 nm emission wavelengths and 370 
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nm excitation and 420 nm emission wavelengths. All CDOM samples were measured by 

both instruments. In order to compare the fluorescence measurements of the in-situ 

fluorometer with a corrected EEM, the fluorescence intensity of the integrated oval shaped 

area from 364-378 ex and 420-460 em was related to Q.S.E. values of a corrected EEM at 

450 nm excitation and 250 ex over a range of concentrations of quinine sulphate solutions.  

It has also been shown that CDOM fluorescence varies with temperature and that 

different in situ CDOM sensors require different calibration curves to compensate for this 

effect (Watras et al., 2011). A calibration curve for the in-situ instrument was developed to 

account for these changes in fluorescence intensity. A single sample of lake water 

(approximately 0.1 m
3
) was continuously circulated through the instrument configuration in a 

closed loop, as the container holding the sample was cooled externally. Thus the same water 

sample was measured over a range of temperatures over the course of ½ an hour. The 

observed change in fluorescence with temperature was used to create a calibration curve that 

was applied to all in-situ samples. 

 

2.4 Water Budget Model 

 

In order to better understand changes taking place to the optical characteristics of water as it 

traveled from north to south in the lake, two approaches were used to estimate mixing. First a 

simple model was used to combine water from the three main tributaries, the Eno, Ellerbe, 

and Knap of Reeds Creek. They emptied into relatively small shallow bays, at the north end 
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of the lake, and combining them in a water budget model was not practical due to their 

spatial separation. Knap of Reeds bay joined with the Eno channel at the extreme north end, 

and then 2 km to the south Ellerbe bay joined the Eno channel just above the I-85 bridge. 

Thus a simple mixing calculation was made by combining the discharge measurements from 

each tributary and estimating their relative percent contribution. Discharge data were 

collected from USGS monitoring stations, and for the Eno River discharge from The Eno, 

Little, and Flat Rivers was combined. Fluorescence and absorbance data from samples of 

each river were then mathematically mixed to estimate what the water quality should be in a 

conservative mixing scenario. This was compared to samples collected at the I-85 bridge, 

where water from these three sources came together and passed through a narrow bottleneck 

(100m) before entering the main body of the lake.  

A more complicated water budget was developed to determine lake residence time for 

2010 and 2011 by balancing inputs and outputs with changes in lake volume (Lerman, 1995). 

First a basic water budget model was used to determine residence time for the entire lake for 

the years 2010 and 2011. Next a segmented water budget model was used to estimate the 

contribution from different tributaries and rainfall as lake water traveled south. Because the 

majority of water entered the lake at the north end and all of it exited at the southern end 

(excluding evaporation and potential loss to groundwater), it could be assumed that the water 

within the lake was steadily moving south. Thus a sample at any given location was a 

mixture from tributaries north of that location and rain, with no contribution from tributaries 

to the south.   By quantifying the contribution from these sources it was possible to 
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distinguish between changes in water quality due to solar or biological processes as the water 

slowly transited the lake, verses changes simply due to conservative mixing of waters with 

different optical quality.  

In order to estimate the percent contribution of rainfall and unpolluted tributaries to 

the water at sampling locations, it was necessary to create a model that quantified the input 

from these sources. First the lake was divided into 16 sections whose surface area and 

volume were measured using ArcMap and data from DWQ 2009b (figure 18). Next the input 

from the tributaries was quantified. The three main tributaries, the Eno River, Ellerbe Creek, 

and Knap of Reeds Creek, provide 60% of the water flowing into Falls Lake (Lin and Li, 

2011). These waterways have USGS monitoring stations near their exit into the lake that 

were used for discharge measurements. To estimate discharge for the unmonitored streams a 

ratio was developed between watershed surface area and discharge for the monitored streams 

in the Falls Lake watershed. This ratio was then used to estimate the discharge from the 

remaining unmonitored streams in the lake’s watershed (Leopold, 1994, Lin and Li, 2011, 

DWQ 2009b.) A list of USGS gauges used and the discharge vs watershed area calculations 

are shown in appendix Figure A67. Discharge from the dam was available from a USGS 

gauge (USGS 02087183 Neuse River near Falls, NC), and monthly data on water extracted 

from the lake was provided by the E.M. Johnston Water Treatment Plant. Rainfall and open 

water evaporation rate data were gathered from the NC State Climate Office Durham 

location (nc-climate.ncsu.edu/cronos?station=DURH), which was estimated using the 
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Penman-Monteith combination method (Allan, 1998). Groundwater information was not 

available for this study. 

 This information was used to calculate a simple water budget for each cell over 

approximately 2 week time intervals, depending on the length of time between sample 

collections. To calculate individual residence times the volume of each cell, at the end of the 

sampling period, was divided by the combination of the discharge from the cell above + rain 

+ discharge from the local tributary - evaporation - the change in lake cell volume. This 

essentially created a cascade of water budgets for 15 small connected lakes that tracked water 

from the north end to the south. Thus it was possible to estimate the position of a sample at a 

given time as it transited the lake. This was done by keeping track of how far the original 

sample had traveled through the cells, using the individual residence times for each cell for 

the sequential sampling periods. During this process, the contribution from tributaries and 

rainfall was added, so that the percent contribution of each to the total water volume could be 

estimated.   

Using this method it was possible estimate what the CDOM absorption parameters 

a254 and SR should have been at each sampling location, assuming they were conservative 

properties. First spectral slopes for the three end members were selected for the mixing 

model. The first came from a local rain water sample and the second consisted of the spectral 

slopes of seven tributaries, located evenly from the north end to the south, averaged together. 

A sample collected on 02/10/2011 at the I-85 bridge was used as the original sample, 

representing the water mass that was tracked through the lake. The corrected absorption 
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slopes of the end members were then mixed together, in the proportions estimated by the 

water budget model, to calculate what a254 would be in a conservative mixing scenario. The 

natural log of the mixed spectral slopes was then used to calculate SR. These values were 

compared to the actual values of samples collected down the lake, at the time and location 

the model predicted the original sample, collected on 02/10/2011, should have been.   

 

3. Results 

 

3.1 In Situ Instruments and Water Samples 

 

Chl a in situ measurements had a linear relationship with grab samples and a 

calibration curve was established using the equation  

 

   (Chl a µg/L) = 2.0283(Sonde µg/L) – 2.7487    (3) 

 

  (r
2 

= 0.89, p = <0.0001, n = 46, figure 5). SUNA nitrate readings agreed well with La Chat 

measurements recorded in the lab (r
2 
= 0.99, p = <0.0001, n = 153, Figure A1).    

CDOM in situ measurements were more difficult to relate to grab samples collected.  

CDOM fluorescence varies with temperature and previous studies have shown a decrease of 

0.8% to 1.6% in fluorescence intensity per 1 °C temperature increase (Henderson et al., 2009, 

Watras et al., 2011, Downing et al., 2012). A steady increase in fluorescence was observed 
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Figure 5. SONDE Chl a vs. Lab Chl a results. Chl a values recorded by the SONDE 

during surveys vs. lab measurements of water samples evaluated using the EPA 

absorbance method as well as fluorescence method are shown. 
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with decreasing temperature while a lake water sample was cooled with ice (figure 6). From 

this relationship the equation 

 

 (Temp. Corrected QSE µg/L) = (field µg/L QSE + (field C
o
-17.22C

o
) x 0.2402) (4) 

 

was applied to raw SONDE QSE values to correct for differences in fluorescent intensity due 

to temperature. Figure 8 displays the results of this experiment for QSE values corrected by  
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the procedure used to relate in situ fluorescence to calibrated EEMs described below. Field 

measurements were those conducted during a survey of the lake. Fluorescence of calibrated 

in situ measurements decreases by ~1.1% per 1 °C temperature increase.   

 To relate the in situ CDOM measurements to the laboratory EEMs, a calibration 

curve defined by the equation  

 

  (VARIAN QSE) = 0.154(SONDE QSE)    (5) 

 

was made from the dissolved quinine sulfate solutions used to calibrate the portable 

fluorometer (figure 7) and applied to all in situ measurements. A robust relationship was 

observed between the in-situ instrument measurements compared to the integrated area 

around 370 ex 440 em defined by the equation  

 

 
Figure 6. Changes in Fluorescence values with changes in Temperature. The relationship 

between temperature and CDOM fluorescence measured by the in situ Seapoint sensor, 

after the values were adjusted to correspond to the corrected EEM, are shown.   
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 (VARIAN QSE) = 1.0461x(Temperature Corrected SONDE QSE) - 1.3032 (6) 

 

 (r
2
= 0.86, p = <0.0001, n = 179) (Figure 8). There were a number of measurements that fell 

outside of the plotted 10% error limits, and all occurred in the extreme northern section of the 

lake, near or in the mouths of the main tributaries. Although turbidity data was not available 

 
Figure 8. Lab Fluorometer Values values vs. In Situ Fluorometer values. The 

relationship between the in situ and laboratory fluorometers is shown with ±10% error. 
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Figure 7. Integrated Fluorescence QSE Calibration Curve. The fluorescence intensity of 

the oval integrated area of a corrected EEM from 364-378 nm ex and 420-460 nm em 

compared to quinine sulfate concentration.   
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for this study, previous work has shown these areas to have the highest turbidity in the lake 

(Lin and Li, 2011). This has been shown to be a source of interference for similar in situ 

fluorescence instruments that do not filter water before measurement (Saraceno et al, 2009, 

Kowalczuk et al, 2010, Downing et al., 2012).  

 

3.2 Mapping Nitrate, Chlorophyll, and CDOM 

 

A total of 14 complete maps of Falls Lake were produced between May 2010 and July 2011 

on an approximately bi-monthly basis, with more intense sampling in the spring and summer 

of 2011. Due to the falling water level between June and December of 2010, it was not 

possible to access the northern reaches of the lake during the fall. A graph of discharge 

records for the Eno River as well as lake water level is shown in Appendix figures A3 and 

A4. A complete set of maps from March of 2011 are shown in figure 9 and the remaining 

comprise appendix figures A15-A52. The surface water sources of nitrate and CDOM are 

clearly evident as well as areas of highest Chl a concentrations. Ellerbe Creek, the Eno River, 

and Knap of Reeds Creek were identified as the primary tributaries delivering excess  

nutrients, and the bays they emptied into had the highest Chl a concentrations. No 

relationship was found between nitrate and Chl a concentrations (n = 7085, r
2
 = 2x10

-5
, p = 

0.7025, figure 10).  

    To further investigate the two main tributaries the stationary configuration of in situ 

sensors was deployed in the Eno River and Ellerbe Creek. Nitrate concentrations were 
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recorded and combined with USGS gauge height and discharge to calculate NO3 flux 

 

 
Figure 9. Calibrated Maps from 03/07/2011 and 03/21/2011. A complete set of 

calibrated maps are shown.  
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Table 1. % Nitrate contribution 

from each Tributary 

 

Eno                                   14.4%      

Ellerbe                              63.3%        

Knap of Reeds                  22.3%     

(Figures 11 and 12). Knap of Reeds proved too shallow and subject to shifting sandbars that  

could obstruct or bury the instruments. Instead grab samples were collected before and  

 

during a storm event and the nitrate values displayed on a map (Appendix Figure A53-A54).  

Upper and Lower Barton Creeks, in the southwestern portion of the lake, stood out for their 

elevated nutrient concentrations as well. However, from a simple survey of cross sectional 

area and velocity the base flow discharge was estimated at approximately 0.007 m
3
/s and 

0.03 m
3
/s, respectively. Because the discharge and flux were so much lower than the 

 
Figure 10. Nitrate concentration vs. Chl a concentration. No relationship 

between Chl a concentrations and nitrate concentrations was observed. 
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tributaries at the north end, these tributaries did not contribute to nitrate or Chl a levels in the 

main section of the lake. The stationary set up was not utilized here, instead a map of water 

samples collected on foot is displayed in appendix figure A55. 

 Nitrate flux was calculated for the three main tributaries at the north end of the lake  

for the dates they were sampled. Flux was calculated by combining nitrate concentration and 

USGS discharge for the main tributaries. The average contribution of nitrate from the 

tributaries over the days sampled is displayed in Table 1.  Approximately 9/10 of water in 

Ellerbe Creek originated as discharge from the Durham WWTP. Calculated from USGS  

stations above and below the plant, and not including the potential for groundwater discharge 

into the stream along this stretch (which was not measured), the percentage of effluent in the  
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Figure11. Eno River discharge, Nitrate concentration, and Nitrate flux.  Eno River 

nitrate concentration and USGS gage height during two storm events from 02/24/2011 

to 03/09/2011 are shown along with nitrate flux. 
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creek ranged from 84% to 97% with an average of 92% over the 10 days sampled. Therefore 

Ellerbe Creek essentially functioned as a discharge to the lake for the Durham WWTP.    

 When the nutrient loadings from the tributaries, atmospheric deposition, and sediment 

flux were combined, sediments clearly dominated (Figure 13, Table 2). Field observations 

from DWQ 2009b showed no nitrate flux from sediments but did show high rates of both  

ammonium and phosphate release (0.01-0.017 g/m
2
/day NH4

+
 and 0.001-0.0023 g/m/day 

PO4
3-

). These measurements were supported by samples from this study collected  
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Figure 12. Ellerbe Creek discharge, Nitrate concentration, and Nitrate flux. Ellerbe 

Creek nitrate concentration and USGS gage height during one storm event  from 

03/09/2011 to 03/14/2011 are shown along with nitrate flux. 
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approximately 15 cm above the sediment surface that measured 1.89, 3.30, and 2.57 mg/l 

NH4
+ 

and 0.036, 0.054, and 0.032 mg/L PO4
3-

, but contained no measurable NO3
-
(<0.1 

 
Figure 13. Average daily Nutrient loading to the entire Lake. Nutrient loading 

from various sources were compared from 6 sampling days where a complete set 

of nutrient measurements were available from the three main tributaries. 
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Table 2. Various Nutrient Loads to the Lake. The various average daily nutrient loads to 

 the lake from different sources on days where a complete set of tributary samples were 

available. Sediment flux data was taken from DWQ2009b.  

 Nutrient Loads to the Lake kg/Day   
 Tributaries  Atmospheric Sediment Flux  
 NO3 NH4 PO4 NO3 NH4 PO4 NH4 

3/7/2011 360.6 116.7 30.3 13.3 14.2 82 (±)32 677 (±)176 
5/10/2011 36.8 17.7 5.5 75.0 59.5 82 (±)32 677 (±)176 
5/25/2011 9.8 7.5 2.6 144.7 159.7 82(±)32 677 (±)176 
6/12/2011 135.8 23.4 14.3 397.5 273.2 82 (±)32 677 (±)176 
6/28/2011 213.6 6.5 19.0 223.8 120.5 82 (±)32 677 (±)176 
7/20/2011 97.0 3.0 3.5 116.4 38.0 82 (±)32 677 (±)176 

Average 243.9 49.9 21.5 277.3 190.1 82(±) 32 677 (±)176 
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Figure 14. Stable Isotope Values of Nitrate samples. 

15
N and 

18
O 

values of nitrate for samples from the lake, upstream, and pure 

WWTP effluent are shown (Kendal, 1998).  

 

 

mg/L). Total nitrate and ammonium loading was compared to total phosphate loading for the 

days sampled, which revealed a ratio of 11.8/1.   

 

3.3 δ
15

N and δ
18

O of Nitrate 

 

For all collected samples δ
18

O values of the nitrate ranged between 3.6 and 12.5 ‰ and δ
15

N 

were between 0.40 and 27.1‰. As shown in figure 14 these values all fall within the 

expected range of waste as the primary source of nitrate (Kendall, 1998).  Samples of pure 

effluent from the Durham, Butner, and Hillsborough WWTPs had similar δ
18

O values (6.4, 

5.5, and 3.6‰), but showed variation in δ
15

N (27.1, 10.9, and 11.2‰). The Butner and 
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Hillsborough plants are relatively small facilities (permitted to 5.5 and 3.2 MGD).  They only  

use secondary treatment, and their δ
15

N values were very similar at 10.9‰ and 11.2‰, 

respectively. The Durham plant uses tertiary treatment, which consisted of bacterial 

oxidation of ammonium to nitrate followed by de-nitrification, or the transformation of 

nitrate to N2, or nitrogen gas (Viessman, 2005). The isotopically lighter nitrate was 

preferentially consumed during the de-nitrification process resulting in the heavy nitrogen  

isotopic composition of the waste water (Kendall and McDonnel, 1998). This was clearly 

seen from the elevated δ
15

N value of 27.1‰ from the Durham sample. Samples collected 

downstream, at the entrance to the lake, from the Butner and Durham plants had similar 

Table 3. Stable Isotope composition of 

Nitrate Samples. 
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values to those of pure effluent, however samples collected downstream from Hillsborough 

differed from those from the plant.  Samples collected downstream from plants during storm 

events showed little change in δ
18

O values but δ
15

N values decreased by approximately 4-

8‰. No samples had the elevated δ
18

O (>60‰) typical of atmospheric deposition. When 

δ
15

N values were plotted against nitrate concentration (Figure A2) no strait or hyperbolic  

pattern was evident, which suggests conservative mixing of two sources was not occurring 

(Kendall, 1998). 

  

3.4 PARAFAC Modeling  

 

A nine component PARAFAC model was developed and split half validated (figure 15, 

Table 4). Samples from the lake surface waters, depth profiles, and pure WWTP effluent 

were included in the model. The EEMs of each component are shown in Figure 15. 

Component 1 (C1) bears a close resemblance to the commonly described A peak, which is 

associated with humic acids. This has been described as terrestrially derived and highly 

aromatic, or conjugated, peak commonly associated with the decomposition of plant material. 

It is hypothesized to consist of high molecular weight CDOM and has been observed in other 

water studies (Coble, 1996, Stedmon et al., 2003, Coble, 2007, Fellman, 2010, Osburn et al., 

2011, Zhang, 2011). Zhang (2011) identified a PARAFAC component (C1) with a similar 

primary peak (230 ex, 410 em), but with a more prominent shoulder, or secondary peak, at 

290 nm ex, in Lake Tianmuhu, and was able to relate it to terrestrial input. Osburn et al. 
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(2011) also identified a similar PARAFAC component in saline prairie lakes (<250 ex, 432 

em, C3) and considered it to be of terrestrial origin. C1 was ubiquitous in all collected 

samples (usually >20% of total fluorescence) except pure effluent from WWTPs (Figure 16).  

 

This supports the hypothesis that it was derived from terrestrial decomposition of plant 

material, and thus only seen in very small amounts (<3% of total fluorescence) in pure 

 
Figure 15. EEMs of the nine validated PARAFAC components. 
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Table 4. PARAFAC Component Excitation and Emission peak maxima. 
Component   Max excitation (nm)   Max Emission (nm)   Similar Peak    Potential Source 

        1                       240                                      424                                 A                       Terrestrial 

        2                       325                                      416                              C+M         Terrestrial and Microbial 

        3                   240,360                                   432                              A+C          Terrestrial and Microbial                     

        4                   240,395                                   368                              N+T                     Microbial                                           

        5                   265,335                                   496                              C+A                     Terrestrial 

        6                   240,405                                   508                                D                        Terrestrial 

        7                   240,380                                   316                              T+B                      Microbial 

        8                       295                                      408                                M                        Ubiquitous 

        9                       420                                      408                                                        Colloid scattering 

  

effluent, which has a strong contribution from microbially decomposed waste (Viessman and 

Hammer, 2004).    

  

 C2's main peak straddles the boundary between the commonly identified C and M 

peaks. It does also display a shoulder which extends from the main peak at 325 nm ex across 

to 240 nm ex. The C peak has been associated with high molecular weight humic material 

derived from forest and wetlands, while the M peak has been associated with recent in situ 

biological activity, but also waste water and wetlands (Fellman et al., 2010). Ohno et al. 

(2007) identified a similar PARAFAC component (C2) derived from soils from a variety of 

forested areas. Stedmon et al. (2003) also identified a similar PARAFAC component (C4) 

and considered it to be terrestrially derived. Stedmon et al. (2003) found it was a common 

component in waters from springs, forested areas, agricultural areas, and the estuary they 

drained into. C2 in this study also appears to have a wide range of sources and composed 

between 10 and 20% of all samples, including pure WWTP effluent and a spring fed stream 

(Figure 16). 
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 C3 has 2 prominent peaks with differing excitation maxima but the same emission 

maxima, a feature commonly observed in PARAFAC components (Stedmon et al., 2003). 

The two peaks center on the previously described A and C regions (Fellman, 2010). Pifer et 

al. (2011) identified a similar PARAFAC component (C1) and found it dominated (>50%)  

CDOM fluorescence in water samples from a range of depths in a freshwater lake. Williams 

 
Figure 16. Combined PARAFAC components for Various Samples. The 

fluorescence in QSE µg/L, the overall percent of each component are shown, a254, 

and SR are shown. Pure effluent from the Durham and Butner WWTP as well as the 

streams they empty into are contrasted with pristine streams and lake water.  The 

Eno river, Knap of Reeds, and Ellerbe Creek are shown during base flow and storm 

events.  
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et al. (2010) identified a similar PARAFAC component (C4) in streams with a wide range of 

land use types and found it was correlated to agricultural land drainage and also bacterial 

production. Component 3 was observed in varying amounts in all samples (generally  

between 10-20%), but was the dominant component in WWTP effluent (>30%, Figure 16). 

This suggests that it had a wide range of sources, but had a strong correlation with bacterial 

production, an important process in WWTPs, and waste (Viessman and Hammer, 2004). 

 C4 exhibits dual excitation maxima and straddles the region of the N and T peaks. 

The N peak is associated with freshly derived, or new, CDOM (Stedmon et al., 2003), and  

the T peak region, described as protein-like, is attributed to bacterial production, and 

commonly seen in WWTP effluent (Baker et al., 2003, Baker and Inverarity,2004, Fellman et 

al., 2010). Baghoth et al. (2011) identified a similar peak (C4) and attributed it to protein 

fluorescence, but did not investigate the source. C4 was most prominent in pure effluent 

samples (>20%), which further suggests it was a bacterial product (Figure 16).  C5 and C6 

also exhibit dual excitation maxima that include both the A, C, and D regions, associated 

with humic and fulvic acids. These two components fluoresce at the longest emission 

wavelengths of the 9 identified components (C5= 496 nm and C6= 508 nm), suggesting they 

represent higher molecular weight CDOM that was more aromatic, or conjugated (Coble et 

al., 1998, Stedmon et al., 2003). Osburn et al. (2011) identified a peak with similar 

characteristics to C5 (270 ex, 250 em, C1) and considered it to be humic-like material of 

terrestrial origin. Stedmon et al. (2003) identified a similar component (C3) to C5 and also 

attributed it to high molecular weight humic matter with a terrestrial source. C6 was similar 
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to C2 from Santin et al. (2009), derived from estuarine soil and sediment samples, and 

composed the largest percent fluorescence in a humic acid fraction (~40%). Osburn et al. 

(2011) observed a similar peak to C6 (280 ex, 510 em, C4) and identified it as the commonly 

identified D peak associated with soil derived fulvic acids. C5 composed less than 2% of 

pure effluent, which also suggests it had a terrestrial source, and was a common component 

in all other samples. C6 was ubiquitous to all samples, suggesting it represents a broad group 

of high molecular weight fluorophores. 

 C7 fluoresces at shorter emission wavelengths and is in the protein region, which has 

been linked to WWTP effluent (Baker et al., 2003, Baker and Inverarity, 2004, Fellman et al., 

2010). The emission maxima (320) actually falls in between values observed in isolated 

samples of tryptophan and tyrosine (330-368nm and 304-312, Fellman et al, 2010). This 

suggests that while tryptophan and tyrosine were likely present in samples, C7 probably  

represents similar structural groups, rather than a direct measurement of these two amino 

acids (Reynolds, 2003, Baker and Inverarity, 2004). Osburn et al. (2011) identified a similar 

component (280 ex, 324 em, C5) and attributed it to autochthonous production of protein like 

CDOM. C7 fluoresced to varying degrees (10-3%) in all samples. C8 is unique due to its 

symmetrical, and conical, shape and falls neatly within the M region. The M peak is 

considered low molecular weight CDOM, generally associated with primary production in 

marine environments, but it has also been linked to wetlands and agricultural land use (Coble 

et al., 1998, Parlanti et al., 2000, Fellman et al., 2010). In this study it was present in all 

samples except WWTP effluent (<1%, Figure 16).  
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 C9 is cross shaped and centered on the diagonal line where excitation equals 

emission. This region was removed from EEM displays because fluorescence only occurs at  

 

emission wavelengths which are longer than the exciting light (Stedmon et al., 2003). Thus 

C9 does not represent CDOM fluorescence, but rather light scatter from colloid material 

small enough to pass through a 0.7 µm filter.  

 Despite previous studies demonstrating relatively strong correlations between 

nutrients and fluorescent peaks (Baker and Inverarity, 2004, Osburn et al., 2011), a weak but 

significant relationship was observed between nitrate and all of the PARAFAC components 

except 5 and 8 (Table 5). Figure 16 shows the PARAFAC results and absorbance data for 

samples of pure waste water, streams with WWTPs in their headwaters, pristine streams, and 

lake water. PARAFAC data is shown both as a cumulative sum of the fluorescence of the 

components in QSE and as the relative percent contribution from each component. Mill 

Table 5. Correlation of nitrate 

concentration with PARAFAC 

components 

  r2 p 

Comp 1 0.03 0.0034 

Comp 2 0.24 <0.0001 

Comp 3 0.52 <0.0001 

Comp 4 0.4 <0.0001 

Comp 5 0.01 0.1570 

Comp 6 0.23 <0.0001 

Comp 7 0.34 <0.0001 

Comp 8 0.01 0.1045 

. 
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Creek emptied into the lake approximately at its center from the east and Spring Creek was a 

very small spring fed stream that flowed in from the west.     

 

3.5 North-South Transects and Depth Profiles 

 

Between May and July of 2011, on five separate mapping runs, water samples were collected 

every 2.5 km from the north end of the lake to the Dam (Appendix Figures A5-A9). Figures 

20 and 21 display a combination of the average PARAFAC model components from the 5 

sampling days as well as average values of a254 and SR. The three main tributaries are shown 

at the north end, and the samples marked "combined" represent a combination of the three 

tributaries optical measurements (both fluorescence and absorbance) mathematically 

combined in proportions equal to the discharge from those tributaries for that day.  

Essentially the combined samples are estimates of what CDOM parameters should have been 

at the I-85 bridge in a conservative mixing scenario. Figures 20 and 21 show that from north 

to south there was a significant decrease in the combined PARAFAC components 

fluorescence intensity and a254, accompanied by an increase in SR. They also show a 

significant decrease in fluorescence and absorbance and an increase in SR between the 

Combined and I-85 samples. No significant changes in ratios of previously identified peaks 

were observed. However, the ratios of 4 PARAFAC components, 3, 4, 6, and 7, did change 

(Figure 23). C4 and C7 fluorescence increased compared to C6 and C7 fluorescence which 

decreased. Most of the component ratios did not change, and when these 4 components were 
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compared to C1 they also showed little relative change. Thus the fluorescence ratio changes 

were explained by small increases in C4 and C7 and small decreases in C6 and C3 from 

north to south. Table 7 shows the changes in component ratios between the mathematically 

combined samples at the samples from the I-85 bridge. C1 and C8 were used as 

denominators for the component ratios in this section of the lake because they showed the 

smallest difference between the predicted and observed values (4% and 1%, respectively). 

C2, C3, and C4 showed the greatest decrease in fluorescence and C6 and C7 also decreased 

to lesser degrees.     

 Seven depth profiles were produced at the southern end of the lake adjacent to the 

water treatment plant intake from April to August of 2011. The PARAFAC components, a254, 

SR, and the in-situ instrument measurements are displayed in Figures 24 and 25 and 

Appendix Figures A10-14. The first profile in April displays poorly developed stratification 

and as the summer progressed the lake thermally stratified into a mixed epilimnion and an 

anoxic hypolimnion. In May elevated nitrate concentrations were observed at 10m, which 

were reduced below detection limits by mid June. In June an increase in Chl a concentration 

and CDOM fluorescence from 3-7.5m was observed below the epilimnion/hypolimnion 

boundary. As the spring and summer progressed an increase in a254 and a decrease in SR was 

observed in the hypolimnion (Figure 24).  
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3.6 Water Budget Model 

 

The residence time for the entire lake, calculated in monthly increments, is shown in Table 6. 

The annual averages of 9.9 and 13.1 months were longer, but reasonable, compared to 6-7 

months for 2005 and 2007 and 4 months during 2006  given by Lin and Li (2011). In 

addition figure 17 displays the quantity of water extracted from the lake by the river, the 

WTP, and evaporation. It is worth noting that during months of reduced release from the dam  

(periods of low rainfall and tributary input) evaporation, WTP extraction, and dam release 

are all below 10,000,000 m
3
, and that evaporation exceeded WTP extraction during the warm 

 
Figure 17. Total Water extracted from the Lake for 2010 and 2011. The quantity of water 

that exited the lake to the river, the WTP intake, and in the form of evaporation from 

2010 to 2011, expressed in m
3
 per month. The river discharge peaked in February 2010 

at 171,000,000 m
3
, but was left off of the graph to improve the resolution of the 

evaporation and WTP intake values. 
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summer months. This indicates that a considerable amount of water from the reservoir was 

lost to evaporation. Figure 19 shows the results from the water budget model in terms of a 

total lake water balance. The amount of water that was predicted to enter the lake from the 

model was compared to the amount of water that should have entered based on lake volume, 

water extracted at the dam and WTP, and water lost to evaporation. The r
2 
value of .9276  (N 

= 11, p=0.00) suggests the model was a reasonable representation of actual lake processes. 

Finally figure 22 shows the results from the modeling experiment. In general model results  

agreed well with observations, with the exception of the sample collected on June 12 where  

 

a254 and SR were both considerably above estimates. This sampling period did not correspond 

to an increase in Chl a concentrations or any other observed irregularities in water quality. 

Table 6. Lake Residence Times. The residence 

time for the whole lake, calculated monthly, as 

well as annual average values. 

  

2010 months 2011 months

JANUARY 1.90 JANUARY 12.39

FEBRUARY 1.35 FEBRUARY 6.94

MARCH 2.60 MARCH 3.15

APRIL 7.20 APRIL 5.53

MAY 2.38 MAY 5.60

JUNE 7.70 JUNE 19.09

JULY 11.94 JULY 21.11

AUGUST 14.50 AUGUST 37.80

SEPTEMBER 6.72 SEPTEMBER 10.06

OCTOBER 18.44 OCTOBER 23.88

NOVEMBER 29.50 NOVEMBER 6.38

DECEMBER 14.47 DECEMBER 5.26

average 9.89 average 13.10
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This sample was collected at the bottom of the bay that Ledge Creek emptied into, and 

previous samples from this bay have shown high a254 and SR values. On 05/25/2011 a sample 

with high absorbance and low SR (a254 =86 m
-1

,
  
SR = 1.009) was recorded at the mouth of 

Ledge Creek. On 03/07/2011 and 05/25/2011 samples with lower absorbance but higher SR 

values (a254 =30.26 m
-1

,
  
SR = 1.371, and a254 =39.86 m

-1
,
  
SR = 1.248) were collected in the 

center of this bay. These have similar absorbance values to the sample collected on 

06/12/2011(a254 =37.46 m
-1

,
  
SR = 1.427).  Unfortunately the sampling period for the model 

 
Figure 18. Map of Sampling Locations throughout the lake. Shown are the location 

samples were collected for north to south profiles and the modeling experiment. 
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was not long enough to follow a sample all the way to the dam. Instead the last sample was 

collected on July 20
th

 2011 when the original sample was in cell 8, or just past the halfway 

point in the lake.   

 

4. Discussion 

 

4.1 Chlorophyll and Nutrients 

 

One of the primary objectives of this study was to identify sources of nitrate to Falls Lake 

and determine the relationship between these sources and Chl a concentrations. The maps 

from figure 9 and the appendix clearly demonstrate that the three main tributaries, Ellerbe  

 

Figure 19. Lake Water Budget Model Error. The amount of 

water the model predicted would enter the lake was compared 

to the amount that was measured leaving from the Dam, WTP, 

and evaporation (r
2
 = 0.92, N = 11, p = <0.0001) 

y = 0.9245x + 556970 
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Creek, The Eno River, and Knap of Reeds Creek, were the primary surface water nitrate 

inputs. While concentrations measured at the mouth of the waterways were high, they 

quickly dissipated to below detection level in the lake, probably as a result of both dilution 

and uptake from primary productivity. In winter months this trend was reduced as cold 

weather slowed algal growth and elevated nitrate concentrations persisted into the open water 

in the northernmost reaches of the lake (Bellinger and Sigee, 2010). In summer, nitrate 

concentrations dropped below detection levels within meters of the mouths of the inputs. 

This pattern was only altered by higher tributary discharge in the winter.  

Summer surveys on 07-20-10 and 06-28-11 (Appendix Figures A19-A20 and A44-

A46) were conducted immediately following storm events and showed no evidence of nitrate 

levels reaching into the lake beyond the mouth of the tributaries. During the winter, however, 

surveys on 02-07-11 and 03-07-11  (Figures A31-A33 and A33-A36) were conducted 

immediately following storm events and did show elevated nitrate concentrations measured 

in the top 1/3 of the lake and gradually dissipating to the south. Thus during the winter the 

low temperatures slowed primary productivity enough to allow higher nitrate concentrations 

to persist farther out into the lake. Summer low flow surveys from 08-12-10 and 07-20-11 

(Figures A21-A23 and A47-A49) showed nitrate concentrations dropping below detection 

levels immediately past the mouth of the tributaries. A winter low flow survey on 11-15-10 

(figures A24-A27) was not able to reach the uppermost portions of the lake due to low water 

levels. It did cover areas that showed high nitrate concentrations during winter storm events 
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but measured no nutrients at these locations. This suggests that during low flow in the colder 

months nitrate levels did not persist as far from the tributaries as during storm events.   

A quantitative correlation was not established between nitrate and Chl a 

concentrations, consistent with observations by other researchers (Edmondson, 1970, Royle 

and King, 1992, Moss et al., 2005). However, there was a clear spatial relationship between 

major inputs and the discharge points in the bays they empty into, implying net additions of 

nitrate influenced algae growth (Royle and King, 1992). Chl a concentrations were 

dramatically higher at the extreme north end of the lake around these polluted rivers and 

creeks, approximately 40-140 µg/L, compared to the southern half where concentrations 

ranged from approximately 6-50 µg/L. This pattern strongly suggests the 3 main northern 

tributaries were significant sources of nutrient loading leading to eutrophication in the lake. 

When the flux of nutrients were taken into account, it was clear the tributaries were 

actually not most significant. In all the tributaries contributed 15% of nitrogen (in the form of 

NO3
- 
andNH4

+
) and 13% of phosphate delivered to the lake. Figure 13 demonstrates the 

important role atmospheric deposition played in nitrogen contribution, but both tributary and 

atmospheric sources were overshadowed by sediment flux, which contributed 60% of 

nitrogen (in the form of NH4
+
) and 86% of phosphate. Other studies have demonstrated 

extensive sediment nutrient release, in both oxic epilimnion and anoxic hypolimnion 

environments (Nurnberg, 1987, Andersen and Jensen, 1992, Nowlin et al; 2005). However, 

in an oxic environment, phosphate may not escape the sediments because it would be trapped 

by iron oxides.  Dead algae and other microorganisms rain down on the lake floor and are 
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decomposed, releasing ammonium and phosphate. Thus eutrophic systems, which already 

have increased primary productivity, enhance the process of recycling nutrients back into the 

ecosystem. This can be a serious problem in the remediation of impaired fresh water systems, 

because even after external nutrient sources are reduced or eliminated, nutrient recycling can 

cause eutrophication symptoms to persist (Andersen and Jensen, 1992, Harper, 1992, Moss et 

al., 1996). This form of nutrient release probably supported the primary productivity seen 

away from tributary inputs. In reality the phosphate and nitrate fluxes from the lake bed 

probably had hot spots and were not uniform over the entire lake. Elevated Chl a 

concentrations, up to 40-60 µg/L, were observed in the central sections in February of 2011 

(Appendix Figure 32).  

 

4.2 δ
15

N and δ
18

O of Nitrate 

 

All the sample results were consistent with waste as nitrate sources, according to previous 

work done by Kendall and McDonnell (1998) (Figure 14, Table 3). While the values 

collected directly from the WWTPs’ outflow varied considerably, they were within the range 

of typical WWTP effluent. The Durham plant utilized tertiary treatment, compared to Butner 

and Hillsborough which did not. This explained the higher δ
15

N value which would arise 

from de-nitrification during the extra treatment processes (Jordan 1997, Savage 2005). The 

isotopic values observed at the Durham and Butner WWTPs were also consistent with those 
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seen downstream at the lake, indicating little fractionation occurred during their short transit 

(13 km in Ellerbe Creek and 6.5 km in Knap of Reeds).  

From appendix figures A50 and A51 the main source of nitrate in Knap of Reeds 

Creek was clearly effluent from the Butner WWTP, measuring 4.67 and 4.81 mg/L when 

sampled. Even during a storm event nitrate concentrations were not elevated upstream of the 

facility, but instead simply diluted the effluent. Also the isotopic signature of nitrate at the 

creek mouth was very similar to nitrate from pure effluent (figure 14). 

In Ellerbe Creek, the dominant source of nitrate was discharge from the Durham 

WWTP, which measured 3.28 and 3.33 mg/L when sampled. Effluent also composed an 

average of 92% of stream flow. This was confirmed by the clear similarity of the δ
15

N and 

δ
18

O signature of nitrate at the lake with nitrate from the plant (figure 14). However, from 

Figure 12, there was a considerable increase in flux during storm events, suggesting 

additional nitrate was being flushed into the creek. While runoff from agriculture, both 

fertilizer and manure, probably played an important role, atmospheric wet deposition could 

probably be an important source. Samples collected from Ellerbe Creek above the Durham 

plant at low flow and during a storm event had significantly lower δ
15

N and δ
18

O values, 

suggesting the influence of nitrate from a different source from the upper watershed (possibly 

fertilizer). The effect of the lighter isotope can be seen diluting the effluent in the Ellerbe 

Creek sample collected downstream at the lake during a storm event. NC DWQ (2009a) 

estimated land cover in the watershed at 64% developed, 18% forest, and only 4% 

agriculture. From their modeling efforts, developed areas were predicted to contribute 70%, 
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forest areas 11%, and septic leakage 8% of total Nitrogen input, excluding the WWTP. 

Chang et al. (2002) found δ
15

N and δ
18

O values between -2 to +7
o
/oo and +4 to +31

o
/oo, 

respectively for urban sites and suggested a contribution from atmospheric deposition. These 

results overlap with observed δ
15

N and δ
18

O values of  0.40
o
/oo and 7.62

o
/oo for base flow and 

4.6
o
/oo and 6.8

o
/oo during a storm event. Although it was difficult to pinpoint the source of 

nitrate in a complicated urban environment such as Durham, in this case both high flow 

measurements from above the plant and the base flow suggested waste as the primary source 

(figure 14).  

 The Eno River, on the other hand, displayed high nitrate concentrations due to run off 

rather than point sources (Figure 11). Although there was a WWTP in Hillsborough 

approximately 50 km upstream from the lake, permitted at 3,200,000 GPD, it was relatively 

small compared to Durham’s WWTP at 20,000,000 GPD, or even Butner’s WWTP at 

5,500,000 GPD (DWQ 2009a). The Hillsborough WWTP δ
18

O value of 3.6
o
/oo  was 

significantly different from  δ
18

O of 10.5 and 8.1
o
/oo recorded where the Eno met the lake. 

This along with the pattern of increased nitrate flux with increased discharge suggested that 

the WWTP was not a major source of nitrate to the Eno. Figure 11, detailing continuous 

changes in nitrate and gage height, show no dilution of concentration during a storm event, a 

pattern expected when a point source is the dominant input. Thus, it was possible that the 50 

km the river traversed was sufficient to allow biological uptake to reduce nitrate 

concentrations below detection levels. There were multiple mill dams and ponds along the 

way and structures such as these have been shown to reduce nitrate in similar environments 
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(Gurley, unpublished research), probably by slowing the water down enough to allow 

biological uptake. Septic systems are suspected as major nitrate sources (Ferrell, USGS). 

 The primary input of nitrate to the lake from the Eno River appeared to be non-point 

sources. NC DWQ (2009a) estimated land cover for the watershed at 57% forest, 17% 

developed, and 17% agriculture. They further estimated Nitrogen inputs to the river were 

28% septic, 20% forest, 18% point source, 17% agriculture, and 14% from developed land. 

Thus there was a mixture of sources in which septic leakage dominated.  The base flow δ
15

N 

and δ
18

O values of 10.5
o
/oo and 9.2

o
/oo agreed with waste as a primary source, potentially 

from septic leakage, and the high flow measurement of  6.13
o
/oo and 7.16

o
/oo also fell within 

this range.   

Upper and Lower Barton Creeks did show elevated nitrate concentrations where they 

met the lake in the winter. However, in the warmer months nitrate levels were below 

detection levels. This was probably due to biological uptake in the multiple small ponds 

formed by debris dams that impeded the water's path to the lake. Also their discharge 

measurements were so low that even in winter elevated concentrations did not persist into the 

bays they emptied into. They both have a small WWTPs in their headwaters, and their 

isotopic signatures agree with waste as a source (figure 14). Field mapping demonstrated 

elevated nitrate concentrations clearly trace back to these point sources (appendix figure 42).    
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4.3 CDOM 

 

From the maps it is clear that the three tributaries at the north end of the lake were 

also the main sources of CDOM. In-situ fluorescence values steadily decreased toward the  

southern end of the lake. Fluorescence values of water samples, collected on the north-south 

transects, display a similar pattern (Figure 20).  The decrease in the combined PARAFAC 

components and a254, along with the increase in SR, indicate that both CDOM concentrations 

and molecular weight decreased from the mouths of the tributaries to the I-85 bridge. 

From a visual analysis of Figures 20 and 21 it appears that CDOM absorption and 

fluorescence decreased while SR increased from the north end of the lake to the south. This 

 
Figure 20. Average PARAFAC Values for North South Transects. The average values of 

the PARAFAC components from the five sampling dates. The combined sample 

represents a mixture of the three tributaries in proportion to the USGS gauges from that 

date. Error bars denote standard deviation. 
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simple approach, however, does not account for dilution as water from the three main  

tributaries traveled south. The model results from Figure 22 show that when the influence of 

rain water and unpolluted tributaries was accounted for, in proportions that estimated their 

volumes in the lake, there was no significant reduction in a254. Rather, the model predicted, 

within its margin of error, what the values should have been in a conservative mixing 

scenario. The exception was the sample from 06/12/2011, which showed a254 and SR values 

significantly higher than the model estimates. These elevated values, however, were not seen 

in later samples. Rather a254 values returned to model predictions. The probable explanation 

for the unusual sample collected on 06/12/2011 was that it was an un-mixed parcel of water 

from a nearby tributary, Ledge Creek. A sample collected at the mouth of Ledge Creek had 

 
Figure 21. Average a254 and SR for North South Transects. The values of a254 and SR 

from the five sampling dates were averaged together for each location. The combined 

sample represents a mixture of the three tributaries in proportion to the USGS gauges 

from that date. Error bars denote standard deviation. 
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relatively high absorbance and low SR values  (a254 =86.85 m
-1

,
  
SR = 1.009), but samples 

collected in the adjacent bay showed a marked decrease in absorbance and an increase in SR 

(a254 =30.26 m
-1

,
  
SR = 1.371, and a254 =39.86 m

-1
,
  
SR = 1.248). These values collected in the 

bay were similar to the sample which did not fit with the model predictions (a254 =37.46 m
-1

,
  

SR = 1.427). These results suggest that water containing elevated CDOM concentrations 

entered the lake from Ledge Creek. The CDOM then experienced photodegradation in the 

wide shallow bay, as evident from the decrease in a254 and increase in SR. Previous studies 

have shown a decrease in CDOM absorption due to solar irradiation (Osburn et al., 2001, Del 

Vecchio and Blough, 2002, Loiselle et al., 2009, Osburn et al., 2009, Galgani et al., 2011, 

Kieber et al., 2012) and demonstrated the consequent transition of larger to smaller organic 

molecules (Allard et al., 1994). Increases in SR values were consistent with the breaking of  

bonds or disaggregation of high molecular weight CDOM molecules into low molecular 

weight CDOM (Helms et al., 2008).  Thus it was possible that an unusually large storm 

event, which occurred on 05/28/2011, may have introduced a parcel of water from Ledge 

Creek which had not mixed with the rest of the lake water at the time of sampling. From 

simple visual observations it was clear that mixing within the lake was not always 

homogeneous. However, the delay before the next sampling period could have allowed this 

parcel to mix with the rest of the lake water, which was supported by the fact that 

observations returned to model predictions. Thus the parcel of water that composed the 

unusual sample from 06/12/2011 was probably relatively small, and its effect on the optical 

quality of lake water was diluted by the next sampling period, 06/28/2011.     
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SR values did show significant variation from modeled estimates. The end members 

for the mixing model all had relatively similar SR values (Table 7) so the model predicted 

relatively little change in this parameter. The collected samples, however, showed an 

increase in SR greater than model error. The sample collected on 06/12/2011 did show an 

unusually high SR value which, again, could be explained by heterogeneous mixing. The 

following sample collected on 06/28/2011, however, did still show an SR value above model 

estimates. Thus the significant difference between modeled and observed SR values suggests 

there was a change taking place to the CDOM as it transited the lake. An increase in SR  

values indicate a reduction in molecular size (Helms et al., 2008), possibly caused by  

Table 7. CDOM Model End Members. The 

absorption values for samples selected for 

the model are shown. 

  a264   SR 
Representative tributary samples  

11.15.10 New Light Creek 24.239 1.193 
03.21.11 Horse Creek 35.198 0.814 
05.10.11 Horse Creek 30.913 1.186 
05.10.11 Little Lick Creek 34.602 1.166 
05.10.11 New Light Creek 30.867 1.293 
05.10.11 Upper Barton 32.559 1.187 
05.10.11 Lower Barton 31.212 1.194 
average  31.370 1.147 
    

Rain  1.125 1.066 
    

Original Sample   

02.11.11 I85 38.564 1.070 
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photobleaching, which is a reduction of CDOM light absorbance (Osburn and Morris, 2003). 

It is possible that storm runoff may have contributed water with elevated CDOM 

fluorescence into the lake, and that this was not accounted for by the water budget model, 

which used fixed end members. Thus photobleaching may have taken place, resulting in an 

increase in SR values. While a254 appeared to follow a conservative mixing pattern, freshly 

 
Figure 22. Lake Water Budget Model Results for Absorbance values. Both measured and 

modeled values for a254 and SR  are plotted. The x axis is not distance through the lake but 

rather time the sample has spent in the lake. Error was calculated by comparing the water 

measured entering the lake to the amount the model predicted, and expressing this value 

in terms of percent of entire lake volume. 
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delivered CDOM from storm events may have been undergoing photobleaching in the main 

body of the lake.   

Figure 16 shows both the percent composition and the fluorescent intensity of the 

PARAFAC components from some representative samples of the lake system. The pure 

WWTP effluent was notable for its lack of C1 fluorescence. This component resembled the 

commonly identified A peak , which was considered recalcitrant humic material previously 

observed from terrestrial sources. Thus it would be expected to be absent in a sample of pure 

treated waste. Ellerbe Creek, the Eno River during a storm event, and Mill Creek showed 

differing cumulative fluorescence (136, 64, and 28 QSE respectively) but the percent 

composition for each component was virtually identical. Due to a lack of difference between 

fluorescence characteristics of streams with and without significant treated sewage discharge, 

it was apparently not possible to use EEMs or PARAFAC to identify the presence of waste 

water. This has significant implications for the use of CDOM in environmental studies. 

While production of CDOM through decomposition of phytoplankton has been 

observed in other studies (Hanamachi et al., 2008, Zhang et al., 2009, Romera-Castillo, 

2010), no significant changes in CDOM character were related to Chl a concentrations in 

surface waters. However, the changes in component ratios (figure 23) did demonstrate 

CDOM fluorescence character changed as the water transited the lake. Components 

associated with microbial activity and fresh production of CDOM (C4 located near the N+T 

peaks, and C7 near the T peak) increased in abundance, while components associated with 

WWTP effluent and terrestrial sources ( C3, the components most closely linked to waste, 
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and C6, associated with high molecular weight CDOM from terrestrial sources and waste) 

decreased. Thus is appears that low molecular weight CDOM, including proteins, may have 

been produced by microbial processing of DOC and possibly the degradation of algae. Also 

high molecular weight CDOM from WWTP effluent and terrestrial soils, probably more 

vulnerable to solar radiation due to the molecules larger sizes, underwent photodegradation 

as is slowly transited the main body of the lake.  

The previously mentioned changes occurred in the main body of the lake, below the 

I-85 bridge, once the water from the main tributaries had already mixed together. Osburn et 

al. (2009) showed that the half-life of CDOM undergoing photodegradation can be as little as 

4 days. Therefore the greatest changes to CDOM character probably took place immediately 

after the water left the mostly shaded tributaries and entered the open lake. The bays that 

Ellerby and Knap of Reeds Creeks emptied into were wide and extremely shallow (<1m), so 

incoming water was exposed to significant amounts of solar radiation before mixing with 

Eno River water. These bays also consistently showed the highest Chl a concentrations (see 

Table 8. PARAFAC Component ratio changes. The ratios of components 

for the combined samples (Comb.), which were mathematically mixed in 

proportions determined by USGS gauges for that day, are compared to 

the actual samples collected at the I-85 bridge. A positive difference 

(Diff.) indicates the numerator component displayed less fluorescence at 

the I-85 bridge than predicted. 

 C2/C1 C3/C1 C4/C1 C2/C8 C3/C8 C4/C8 C6/C8 C7/C8 
Comb. 0.64 0.86 0.76 3.26 4.44 3.91 1.69 1.99 
I-85 0.47 0.50 0.58 2.33 2.52 2.88 1.27 1.69 
Diff. 0.17 0.36 0.19 0.93 1.92 1.03 0.43 0.30 
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the maps Figures A15-A52). Thus it could be possible that CDOM was produced in these 

areas by the decomposition of algae (Hanamachi et al, 2009, Zhang et al., 2009, Romero-

Castillo et al., 2010). Most likely there was a simultaneous combination of CDOM being 

produced by primary productivity and destroyed by photodegradation. The decrease in 

fluorescence and a254 along with the increase in SR, between the combined samples and the I-

85 samples (Figures 20 and 21), indicate that photodegradation dominated the processes 

affecting CDOM in this part of the lake. Table 8 indicates that the fluorescence of 

components C3 and C4, strongly associated with WWTP effluent, as well as component C2 

from both effluent and terrestrial sources, decreased the most. Together C2, C3, and C4 make 

up 75% of pure effluent fluorescence, suggesting that fresh CDOM emitted from the WWTP 

was most susceptible to photodegradation.     

While changes in component ratios from figure 23 offered limited evidence of in-situ 

CDOM production, the depth profiles (Appendix Figures A10-A14) appeared to support 

autochthonous production. The first profile recorded in April (Appendix Figure A10) showed 

an un-stratified water column. In May as the anoxic hypolimnion developed, a layer with 

elevated nitrate concentration, up to 0.48 mg/L, was observed in the middle of the water 

column (Appendix figure A11). Other studies have demonstrated nitrogen fixation by 

cyanobacteria in nitrate depleted fresh water environments (Moss et al., 1996, Schindler et 

al., 2008). Following this, towards the end of May (Appendix Figure A12), the development 

of a prominent layer of Chl a developed just below the thermocline, consistent with model 

simulations of stratified lakes (Mellard et al., 2011). This layer was hypothesized to consist 
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of anoxic purple green sulfur reducing bacteria evident from the lack of oxygen and a strong 

sulfur odor from water samples. These photosynthetic bacteria are commonly observed in 

stratified lakes and require an oxygen free environment (Kalff, 2002). With the increase in 

Chl a a clear increase in CDOM was also observed, strongly suggesting autochthonous 

production either as a by-product of cellular metabolism or from degradation of the 

organisms.   

Below this layer of active photosynthesis an increase in a254 was observed that 

corresponded with a decrease in SR (Figures 24 and 25). As the summer progressed a254 

increased and SR decreased in the hypolimnion, just below the Chl a maximum (Figure 25 

 
Figure 23. Changes in PARFAC Component ratios for North South Transects. The 

components that showed a change in ratios from north to south are shown. C4/C1, 

C3/C1, and C6/C1 are also shown as representatives of the majority of component ratios 

which did not change.  
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and Appendix Figures A10-14). The increase in a254 indicated an increase in CDOM while 

the decrease in SR suggested the CDOM was being microbially produced. While 

photochemical degradation increases SR values, microbial production has been shown to have 

the opposite effect, as high molecular weight CDOM is produced (Helms et al., 2008). This 

would occur as the result of organic material raining down from the layers of primary 

productivity above and undergoing decomposition, but could also result from current  

disturbing the sediments below (Kalff, 2002). Mostofa et al. (2005) observed an addition of 

CDOM at the bottom of a lake that increased during the summer months, presumably due to 
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Figure 24.The a254, and SR values for all Depth Profiles combined.  
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the accumulation of a nepheloid layer. Maloney et al. (2005) also demonstrated the release 

from sediment of strongly absorbing CDOM in an anoxic lake environment.  

Despite the fact that there was a significant increase is fluorescence associated with 

Chl a abundance between 4m and 10m, there was no increase in a254 or change in SR. 

Likewise between 11m and 14m, where a significant increase in a254 was observed (27 to 150 

 
Figure 25. A Depth Profile from 07/20/2011 showing all recorded measurements. An 

increase in Chl a concentration was observed just below the thermocline, in the anoxic 

zone. This was accompanied by a region of increased CDOM fluorescence. Also in the 

hypolimnion a region of increased a254 absorbance and a decrease in SR was observed.  
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(m
-1

)), there was no increase in fluorescence. The initial absorption increase on 05-10-2011 

(Appendix Figure A11) and 05-25-2011(Appendix Figure A12) did appear to coincide with a 

dramatic increase in colloid material (C9), but this pattern did not continue into June and 

beyond. As the summer progressed (Appendix Figures A13-A14) the scattering in the 

fluorescence signal by colloidal matter dramatically decreased but a254 continued to increase 

while SR declined. It is interesting to note that no variation in the relative amount of each 

component was observed either for CDOM associated with Chl a productivity or CDOM in  

the same depths where a254 increased. The only sample with any variation was in the group 

on 05-10-11 at 5m where there was more C8, or M peak, fluorescence. Thus when CDOM 

increased, presumably due to the Chl a increase, all the fluorescing components increased in 

equal proportions. Similarly, while a254 was increasing in the hypolimnion it had no effect on 

the relative fluorescence of the components.    

From the depth profiles there was clear evidence of in-situ production of CDOM at 

the southern end of the lake. Falls Lake was holomictic meaning that at least once a year the 

water column overturns. This cycle was easily observed in the daily depth profiles recorded 

by The Center for Applied Aquatic Ecology (www.ncsu.edu/wq/).  As the temperature 

dropped in the fall the upper layer cooled and became denser than the lower level. This 

occurred gradually over the month of September 2010. Samples collected at the intake in 

November revealed an a254 value of 24.15m
-1 

 and an SR value of 1.151 which are both 

similar to values recorded at the southern end of the lake at other times of the year. However, 

the mapping survey on 11-15-10 (appendix figures A25-A28) revealed an increase in CDOM 

http://www.ncsu.edu/wq/
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fluorescence in the southern portion. Appendix figure A28 displays CDOM values plotted on 

a finer scale to help show the elevated fluorescence. On all other maps the southern end had 

the lowest surface CDOM values. Thus when the lake overturned there was potential for 

CDOM from the anoxic hypolimnion, as observed from the increases a254 values, to be mixed 

into the water column and cause an increase in DPB production during the treatment process. 

The exact extent of this effect is not clear as samples were not available from September 

when the lake overturned. A measure of the volume of the anoxic layer, as part of the water 

budget model, determined that the hypolimnion only consisted of 13% of total lake volume. 

Thus when the lake overturned in the fall the strongly absorbing anoxic bottom waters were 

probably quickly diluted and had a minimal effect on treatment plant operations. This is 

supported by the survey and samples from 11/15/2010, which did not show elevated a254 

values, but did show a slight increase in fluorescence.  

 

5. Conclusion 

 

Results from this study indicate that the three main tributaries at the north end were the main 

surface water sources of nutrients and CDOM to the lake. Two of these inputs were heavily 

impacted by WWTP discharge close to the lake, but the third, The Eno River, appeared to 

have elevated nutrient concentrations due to non-point source pollution. The isotopic values 

of nitrate in sampled waters covered a wide range, but all indicated human waste as a 

primary source. The combined impact of elevated nutrient inputs and wide shallow bays lead 
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to increased algal activity in the northern section of the lake. While Chl a concentrations 

were not directly linked to nitrate concentrations, there was a connection observed between 

inputs with high nitrate levels and increased Chl a abundance in the bays they emptied into. 

Also sediment release of nutrients was shown to heavily influence the nutrient loading to the 

lake. Therefore future work is encouraged to focus on sediments and cycles affecting their 

deposition and processing.  

The decomposition of algae has been shown in other studies to increase CDOM, 

however in this case Chl a was only weakly tied, if at all, to increased CDOM in surface 

waters. Instead the highest a254 values were observed at the mouths of the main northern 

tributaries. a254 values steadily decreased down the axis of the lake due to dilution by 

rainwater and unpolluted tributaries. There was an upward shift in SR values, compared to 

model predictions based solely on dilution, from the north end to the south, that indicated a 

reduction in molecular weight of CDOM, possibly due to photobleaching. The agreement for 

a254 between the conservative mixing model and observations indicated that CDOM was 

neither gained nor lost as water transited the lake. The deviation of SR observations from 

model predictions indicated that the chemical nature of the CDOM did change.  

 The lake was created to serve as a public water source, and the main concern from a 

water treatment perspective was the creation of DBPs. Using a254 as an indicator of their 

formation potential, it appeared that the main sources of CDOM, that impacted the surface 

waters of the lake, were the tributaries at the north end. While the elevated nutrient 

concentrations lead to algae blooms, eutrophication symptoms did not develop to the point of 
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creating large anoxic zones. Likewise increased Chl a concentrations in surface waters did 

not have a measurable impact on a254. However, CDOM sediment release in the deep parts of 

the lake, at the southern end, did appear to cause an increase in a254. Thermal stratification of 

the lake in summer months created an anoxic hypolimnion where increased CDOM 

fluorescence coincided with significant increases in Chl a concentrations. Thus in the deeper 

sections of the lake the in-situ production of CDOM, indicative of DOC concentration, did 

have the potential to lead to increases in DBP formation when the lake overturned in the fall. 

However, because the anoxic hypolimnion only accounted for 13% of total lake volume, the 

effect of this autochthonous production probably had a minimal impact on water quality.   

While a254 was not a direct measurement DOC, previous studies have demonstrated a 

correlation between individual absorbance values and DOC (MacCraith et al., 1993, Allart et 

al., 1994, Stedmon et al., 2000, Westphal et at., 2004). However SUVA254, defined as 

a254/DOC mg/L, is a better indicator of DPB formation potential due to its ability to predict 

the degree of aromaticity, or conjugation, of dissolved organic molecules (Weishaar et al., 

2003). A further caveat, though, is that DOC with the same SUVA254 values can have 

differing degrees of reactivity for water samples from different ecological systems. This is 

due to the wide chemical variation that humic compounds with similar absorption properties 

can display (Reckhow et al., 1990, Li et al., 2000, Weishaar et al., 2003). DOC 

concentrations were not available for this study, but for future work they are recommended in 

order to calculate SUVA254 in order to offer additional insight into DBP formation potential.  
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This study shows that while processes inside the lake played a part in the quality of 

water delivered to the WTP, the primary impacts to its treatability occurred before it entered 

the lake. As the water moved from the tributaries to the southern end, its nutrient 

concentrations decreased dramatically, Chl a concentrations increased and then declined, SR 

values increased, and a254 values and CDOM fluorescence decreased in the extreme northern 

bays but showed little change the in main body of the lake. Thus, in order to remediate the 

lake, particular attention needs to be paid to the 3 main tributaries and the various point and 

non-point sources that are affecting them.   
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Figure A1 

 

Figure A2 

 

Water samples that had been analyzed by the SUNA for nitrate 

concentration in the field were compared Lachat measurements in 

the lab. 
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Figure A3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Discharge record for the Eno river just above Falls lake. Survey dates are 

indicated with red arrows. 
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Figure A4 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Gage height of Falls lake recorded at the dam. Survey dates are indicated 

with red arrows. 
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Figure A5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Samples collected from the north end of the lake to the southern 

end.  
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Figure A6 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Samples collected from the north end of the lake to the southern 

end.  
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Figure A7 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Samples collected from the north end of the lake to the southern 

end.  
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Figure A8 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Samples collected from the north end of the lake to the southern 

end.  
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Figure A9 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Samples collected from the north end of the lake to the southern 

end.  
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Figure A10 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Depth profiles adjacent to the intake.  
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Figure A11 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Depth profiles adjacent to the intake.  
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Figure A12 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Depth profiles adjacent to the intake.  
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Figure A13 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Depth profiles adjacent to the intake.  
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Figure A14 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Depth profiles adjacent to the intake.  
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Figure A15 
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Figure A16 
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Figure A17 
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Figure A18 
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Figure A19 
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Figure A21 
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Figure A22 
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Figure A24 
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Figure A25 
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Figure A26 
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Figure A27 
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Figure A28 
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Figure A29 
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Figure A30 
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Figure A31 
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Figure A32 
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Figure A33 
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Figure A34 
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Figure A35 
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Figure A36 
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Figure A37 
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Figure A38 
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Figure A39 
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Figure A40 
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Figure A42 
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Figure A43 
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Figure A44 
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Figure A45 
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Figure A46 
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Figure A47 
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Figure A48 
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Figure A49 
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Figure A50 
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Figure A51 
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Figure A52 
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Figure A53 
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Figure A54 
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Figure A55 
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Figure A56 

 

 

 

 

 

Before After Norm Pool days precip m evap m trib input Dis= .0035x+.0854

75.852528 76.068936 76.6571975 14 0.03429 0.017013 4073737.31

0.80466955 0.58826155

2/10/2011

Station id area m^2 Depth (average depth adjusted to lake normal pool)Df init (Depth adjusted for the initail volume of time period)Df final (Depth adjusted for the final volume of time period)init v m^3 fin v m^3 diff

in above in precip in trib Evap Res time Q downstr

I-85 5277708.17 0.57091539 -0.2337542 -0.0173462 0 0 0 4073737.31 180972.6133 529592.7003 0 0 4784302.621

2 3326167.34 2.20580948 1.40113993 1.61754793 4660425.86 5380235.08 -719809.22 4784302.62 114054.278 216449.1123 56588.08489 1.063662176 4338408.705

3 2787010.6 2.02199202 1.21732247 1.43373047 3392690.63 3995822.02 -603131.39 4338408.71 95566.59333 183425.6183 47415.41127 0.874362077 3966854.116

4 2845947.85 2.09335644 1.2886869 1.5050949 3667535.71 4283421.59 -615885.88 3966854.12 97587.55187 0 48418.11082 1.066582784 3400137.675

5 5397690.08 2.26463106 1.45996151 1.67636951 7880419.78 9048523.09 -1168103.3 3400137.67 185086.7927 340568.2899 91830.90128 2.360097318 2665858.542

6 9904604.17 3.68716192 2.88249237 3.09890037 28549945.9 30693381.5 -2143435.6 2665858.54 339628.8769 466121.1508 168507.0307 9.292291248 1159665.96

50Br 2708193.73 2.60083679 1.79616725 2.01257525 4864368.87 5450443.66 -586074.79 1159665.96 92863.963 338273.1876 46074.49993 3.52841504 958653.822

8 5522850.75 4.28186545 3.47719591 3.69360391 19204034 20399223.1 -1195189.1 958653.822 189378.5521 704910.2929 93960.25974 11.59717289 563793.323

9 738955.648 4.89356052 4.08889097 4.30529897 3021509.08 3181424.99 -159915.91 563793.323 25338.78916 115489.4836 12571.85244 4.5971045 532133.8295

10 1243609.59 4.10345439 3.29878484 3.51519284 4102400.47 4371527.54 -269127.06 532133.83 42643.37289 339611.4413 21157.52998 4.894060977 624104.0492

11 647252.115 4.81709863 4.01242909 4.22883709 2597053.21 2737123.75 -140070.54 624104.049 22194.27501 109549.891 11011.70022 3.674798014 604765.9794

12 966631.262 6.52474736 5.72007781 5.93648581 5529206.03 5738392.77 -209186.74 604765.979 33145.78597 120167.4931 16445.29766 7.737499995 532447.2227

13 2322892.42 3.71095006 2.90628051 3.12268851 6750976.96 7253669.47 -502692.5 532447.223 79651.98099 384737.8748 39519.3687 7.577076441 454625.2075

14 2783868.26 4.80520456 4.00053502 4.21694302 11136962.4 11739413.8 -602451.36 454625.207 95458.84254 344801.1829 47361.95066 13.85143518 245071.9205

15 1554024.97 6.20221723 5.39754768 5.61395568 8387923.9 8724227.33 -336303.44 245071.92 53287.51635 142831.3467 26438.62688 21.03479679 78448.72014

16 752335.021 7.36073061 6.55606106 6.77246906 4932354.34 5095165.65 -162811.32 78448.7201 25797.56787 113446.4795 12799.47571 24.86741079 42081.97456

bottom 1420258.02 3.7347382 2.93006865 3.14647665 4161453.5 4468808.7 -307355.2 42081.9746 48700.64748 193283.3654 24162.84968 17.19413139 -47452.0597
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Figure A57 

 

Before After Norm Pool days precip m evap m trib input dis= .0015x+.0011

76.068936 76.023216 76.6571975 12 0 0.024474 1502170.45

0.58826155 0.63398155

2/22/2011

Station id area m^2 Depth (average depth adjusted to lake normal pool)Df init (Depth adjusted for the initail volume of time period)Df final (Depth adjusted for the final volume of time period)init v m^3 fin v m^3 diff

in above in precip in trib Evap Res time Q downstr

I-85 5277708.17 0.57091539 -0.0173462 -0.0630662 0 0 0 1502170.45 0 157737.8572 0 0 1659908.305

2 3326167.34 2.20580948 1.61754793 1.57182793 5380235.08 5228162.71 152072.371 1659908.31 0 42705.5188 81404.61939 3.22485383 1773281.575

3 2787010.6 2.02199202 1.43373047 1.38801047 3995822.02 3868399.89 127422.124 1773281.58 0 30574.43937 68209.29732 2.22879452 1863068.842

4 2845947.85 2.09335644 1.5050949 1.4593749 4283421.59 4153304.85 130116.736 1863068.84 0 0 69651.72775 2.315861056 1923533.85

5 5397690.08 2.26463106 1.67636951 1.63064951 9048523.09 8801740.7 246782.39 1923533.85 0 88300.31875 132103.0669 4.682446705 2126513.492

6 9904604.17 3.68716192 3.09890037 3.05318037 30693381.5 30240543 452838.503 2126513.49 0 134421.7778 242405.2824 14.9814683 2471368.49

50Br 2708193.73 2.60083679 2.01257525 1.96685525 5450443.66 5326625.05 123818.617 2471368.49 0 87457.21995 66280.33335 2.137022297 2616363.994

8 5522850.75 4.28186545 3.69360391 3.64788391 20399223.1 20146718.3 252504.736 2616363.99 0 222140.2382 135166.2492 7.452534042 2955842.719

9 738955.648 4.89356052 4.30529897 4.25957897 3181424.99 3147639.94 33785.0522 2955842.72 0 5618.308262 18085.20052 1.069397903 2977160.879

10 1243609.59 4.10345439 3.51519284 3.46947284 4371527.54 4314669.71 56857.8305 2977160.88 0 87948.82333 30436.10114 1.421790372 3091531.432

11 647252.115 4.81709863 4.22883709 4.18311709 2737123.75 2707531.38 29592.3667 3091531.43 0 3436.417094 15840.84825 0.879317865 3108719.367

12 966631.262 6.52474736 5.93648581 5.89076581 5738392.77 5694198.39 44194.3813 3108719.37 0 7336.760717 23657.3335 1.84135319 3136593.176

13 2322892.42 3.71095006 3.12268851 3.07696851 7253669.47 7147466.82 106202.641 3136593.18 0 104525.8805 56850.46902 2.244618074 3290471.229

14 2783868.26 4.80520456 4.21694302 4.17122302 11739413.8 11612135.3 127278.457 3290471.23 0 89855.25903 68132.39173 3.505874056 3439472.553

15 1554024.97 6.20221723 5.61395568 5.56823568 8724227.33 8653177.31 71050.0218 3439472.55 0 15662.25798 38033.20721 2.532314902 3488151.625

16 752335.021 7.36073061 6.77246906 6.72674906 5095165.65 5060768.9 34396.7572 3488151.63 0 4867.816954 18412.6473 1.45650118 3509003.552

bottom 1420258.02 3.7347382 3.14647665 3.10075665 4468808.7 4403874.5 64934.1966 3509003.55 0 34195.65258 34759.39477 1.255223045 3573374.006
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Figure A58 

Before After Norm Pool days precip m evap m trib input dis=.003x+.032

76.023216 76.035408 76.6571975 12 0.035052 0.023828 2782705.98

0.63398155 0.62178955

3/6/2011

Station id area m^2 Depth (average depth adjusted to lake normal pool)Df init (Depth adjusted for the initail volume of time period)Df final (Depth adjusted for the final volume of time period)init v m^3 fin v m^3 diff

in above in precip in trib Evap Res time Q downstr

I-85 5277708.17 0.57091539 -0.0630662 -0.0508742 0 0 0 2782705.98 184994.2269 346372.3545 0 0 3314072.562

2 3326167.34 2.20580948 1.57182793 1.58401993 5228162.71 5268715.35 -40552.632 3314072.56 116588.8175 116307.6776 79255.91529 1.519363087 3427160.51

3 2787010.6 2.02199202 1.38801047 1.40020247 3868399.89 3902379.13 -33979.233 3427160.51 97690.29541 92045.51873 66408.88848 1.099110811 3516508.203

4 2845947.85 2.09335644 1.4593749 1.4715669 4153304.85 4188002.65 -34697.796 3516508.2 99756.16413 0 67813.24543 1.180233997 3513753.325

5 5397690.08 2.26463106 1.63064951 1.64284151 8801740.7 8867549.34 -65808.637 3513753.33 189199.8326 207497.2775 128616.1592 2.344774703 3716025.639

6 9904604.17 3.68716192 3.05318037 3.06537237 30240543 30361300 -120756.93 3716025.64 347176.1853 299740.1957 236006.9081 7.356863903 4006178.177

50Br 2708193.73 2.60083679 1.96685525 1.97904725 5326625.05 5359643.34 -33018.298 4006178.18 94927.60662 205811.0799 64530.8402 1.263355884 4209367.726

8 5522850.75 4.28186545 3.64788391 3.66007591 20146718.3 20214052.9 -67334.596 4209367.73 193586.9643 475177.1164 131598.4876 4.258698209 4679198.723

9 738955.648 4.89356052 4.25957897 4.27177097 3147639.94 3156649.28 -9009.3473 4679198.72 25901.87337 42133.25652 17607.83518 0.667420484 4720616.67

10 1243609.59 4.10345439 3.46947284 3.48166484 4314669.71 4329831.8 -15162.088 4720616.67 43591.0034 206794.2867 29632.72935 0.876241299 4926207.143

11 647252.115 4.81709863 4.18311709 4.19530909 2707531.38 2715422.68 -7891.2978 4926207.14 22687.48112 37769.47419 15422.72338 0.546226279 4963350.077

12 966631.262 6.52474736 5.89076581 5.90295781 5694198.39 5705983.55 -11785.168 4963350.08 33882.35899 45570.16143 23032.88971 1.136702257 5007984.539

13 2322892.42 3.71095006 3.07696851 3.08916051 7147466.82 7175787.53 -28320.704 5007984.54 81422.02502 239948.4011 55349.88052 1.360595489 5245684.38

14 2783868.26 4.80520456 4.17122302 4.18341502 11612135.3 11646076.3 -33940.922 5245684.38 97580.15016 210607.1581 66334.01284 2.122277232 5453596.754

15 1554024.97 6.20221723 5.56823568 5.58042768 8653177.31 8672123.98 -18946.672 5453596.75 54471.68338 62221.15596 37029.30707 1.567272012 5514313.614

16 752335.021 7.36073061 6.72674906 6.73894106 5060768.9 5069941.37 -9172.4686 5514313.61 26370.84715 40632.27391 17926.63888 0.911304309 5554217.627

bottom 1420258.02 3.7347382 3.10075665 3.11294865 4403874.5 4421190.29 -17315.786 5554217.63 49782.88409 99287.94516 33841.90809 0.779827493 5652130.763
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Figure A59 

Before After Norm Pool days precip m evap m trib input dis=.0077x-.0048

76.035408 76.300584 76.6571975 15 0.02032 0.035233 9155315.29

0.62178955 0.35661355

3/21/2011

Station id area m^2 Depth (average depth adjusted to lake normal pool)Df init (Depth adjusted for the initail volume of time period)Df final (Depth adjusted for the final volume of time period)init v m^3 fin v m^3 diff

in above in precip in trib Evap Res time Q downstr

I-85 5277708.17 0.57091539 -0.0508742 0.21430185 0 1131022.61 -1131022.6 9155315.29 107243.0301 998612.3706 185949.4921 0.112257844 8944198.586

2 3326167.34 2.20580948 1.58401993 1.84919593 5268715.35 6150735.1 -882019.75 8944198.59 67587.72027 260488.199 117190.8538 0.671838219 8273063.902

3 2787010.6 2.02199202 1.40020247 1.66537847 3902379.13 4641427.45 -739048.32 8273063.9 56632.05531 182647.1059 98194.74432 0.551621777 7675099.997

4 2845947.85 2.09335644 1.4715669 1.7367429 4188002.65 4942679.72 -754677.07 7675100 57829.66037 0 100271.2807 0.647569886 6877981.309

5 5397690.08 2.26463106 1.64284151 1.90801751 8867549.34 10298887.2 -1431337.9 6877981.31 109681.0624 553054.832 190176.8145 1.401106131 5919202.525

6 9904604.17 3.68716192 3.06537237 3.33054837 30361300 32987763.3 -2626463.3 5919202.52 201261.5567 849000.8612 348968.9186 4.982672469 3994032.709

50Br 2708193.73 2.60083679 1.97904725 2.24422325 5359643.34 6077791.32 -718147.98 3994032.71 55030.49659 547644.948 95417.78969 1.350233118 3783142.384

8 5522850.75 4.28186545 3.66007591 3.92525191 20214052.9 21678580.4 -1464527.5 3783142.38 112224.3272 1411860.982 194586.6003 4.240192108 3648113.623

9 738955.648 4.89356052 4.27177097 4.53694697 3156649.28 3352602.59 -195953.3 3648113.62 15015.57876 22511.93135 26035.62434 0.916110378 3463652.206

10 1243609.59 4.10345439 3.48166484 3.74684084 4329831.8 4659607.21 -329775.42 3463652.21 25270.1469 550799.4031 43816.09674 1.166095401 3666130.242

11 647252.115 4.81709863 4.19530909 4.46048509 2715422.68 2887058.4 -171635.73 3666130.24 13152.16297 8511.463022 22804.63375 0.787739941 3493353.507

12 966631.262 6.52474736 5.90295781 6.16813381 5705983.55 5962310.97 -256327.41 3493353.51 19641.94724 33538.66793 34057.31925 1.697466289 3256149.392

13 2322892.42 3.71095006 3.08916051 3.35433651 7175787.53 7791762.85 -615975.32 3256149.39 47201.17392 657168.8534 81842.46854 2.00887131 3262701.631

14 2783868.26 4.80520456 4.18341502 4.44859102 11646076.3 12384291.3 -738215.05 3262701.63 56568.20299 563032.3655 98084.03031 3.272615575 3046003.12

15 1554024.97 6.20221723 5.58042768 5.84560368 8672123.98 9084214.11 -412090.13 3046003.12 31577.78747 86960.60869 54752.9619 2.921167774 2697698.428

16 752335.021 7.36073061 6.73894106 7.00411706 5069941.37 5269442.56 -199501.19 2697698.43 15287.44763 17696.27879 26507.01979 1.948632132 2504673.943

bottom 1420258.02 3.7347382 3.11294865 3.37812465 4421190.29 4797808.63 -376618.34 2504673.94 28859.64295 205883.2241 50039.9508 1.783985242 2312758.519
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Figure A60 

Before Norm Pool days precip m evap m trib input dis=.0156x-.0513

76.300584 76.6571975 15 0.060706 0.036095 20766009.8

0.35661355

4/5/2011

Station id area m^2 Depth (average depth adjusted to lake normal pool)Df init (Depth adjusted for the initail volume of time period)Df final (Depth adjusted for the final volume of time period)init v m^3 fin v m^3 diff

in above in precip in trib Evap Res time Q downstr

I-85 5277708.17 0.57091539 0.21430185 0.82999785 1131022.61 4380486.42 -3249463.8 20766009.8 320388.5525 1969281.104 190498.8766 0.191578913 19615716.72

2 3326167.34 2.20580948 1.84919593 2.46489193 6150735.1 8198643.02 -2047907.9 19615716.7 201918.3143 473860.7044 120058.01 0.406448124 18123529.8

3 2787010.6 2.02199202 1.66537847 2.28107447 4641427.45 6357378.72 -1715951.3 18123529.8 169188.2652 316156.6718 100597.1475 0.343488404 16792326.32

4 2845947.85 2.09335644 1.7367429 2.3524389 4942679.72 6694918.43 -1752238.7 16792326.3 172766.1103 0 102724.4877 0.397033112 15110129.23

5 5397690.08 2.26463106 1.90801751 2.52371351 10298887.2 13622223.4 -3323336.2 15110129.2 327672.1738 1066593.104 194829.6233 0.835229112 12986228.69

6 9904604.17 3.68716192 3.33054837 3.94624437 32987763.3 39085988.4 -6098225.2 12986228.7 601268.9006 1666172.072 357506.6874 2.623896401 8797937.811

50Br 2708193.73 2.60083679 2.24422325 2.85991925 6077791.32 7745215.37 -1667424 8797937.81 164403.6086 1055632.819 97752.25268 0.780750207 8252797.94

8 5522850.75 4.28186545 3.92525191 4.54094791 21678580.4 25078977.5 -3400397.1 8252797.94 335270.1774 2806512.057 199347.2977 2.24014791 7794835.763

9 738955.648 4.89356052 4.53694697 5.15264297 3352602.59 3807574.62 -454972.04 7794835.76 44859.04155 -8273.03259 26672.60411 0.487853554 7349777.132

10 1243609.59 4.10345439 3.74684084 4.36253684 4659607.21 5425292.66 -765685.45 7349777.13 75494.56386 1062023.663 44888.08821 0.642623897 7676721.82

11 647252.115 4.81709863 4.46048509 5.07618109 2887058.4 3285568.94 -398510.54 7676721.82 39292.08686 -36637.6178 23362.56507 0.429148779 7257503.186

12 966631.262 6.52474736 6.16813381 6.78382981 5962310.97 6557461.97 -595151 7257503.19 58680.31738 14066.84932 34890.55539 0.898853813 6700208.796

13 2322892.42 3.71095006 3.35433651 3.97003251 7791762.85 9221958.42 -1430195.6 6700208.8 141013.5071 1277525.407 83844.80181 1.147737381 6604707.338

14 2783868.26 4.80520456 4.44859102 5.06428702 12384291.3 14098307.9 -1714016.6 6604707.34 168997.5064 1086807.327 100483.7247 1.816785591 6046011.897

15 1554024.97 6.20221723 5.84560368 6.46129968 9084214.11 10041021.1 -956806.96 6046011.9 94338.64006 122298.3137 56092.53143 1.617808742 5249749.359

16 752335.021 7.36073061 7.00411706 7.61981306 5269442.56 5732652.22 -463209.66 5249749.36 45671.24978 -18029.4196 27155.53258 1.091884745 4787025.993

bottom 1420258.02 3.7347382 3.37812465 3.99382065 4797808.63 5672255.81 -874447.18 4787025.99 86218.18332 363232.4436 51264.21321 1.093929306 4310765.226
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Figure A61 

Before Norm Pool days precip m evap m trib input dis=.0072x-.0002

76.91628 76.6571975 16 0.022098 0.054152 12128389

-0.2590825

4/21/2011

Station id area m^2 Depth (average depth adjusted to lake normal pool)Df init (Depth adjusted for the initail volume of time period)Df final (Depth adjusted for the final volume of time period)init v m^3 fin v m^3 diff

in above in precip in trib Evap Res time Q downstr

I-85 5277708.17 0.57091539 0.82999785 0.96715785 4380486.42 5104376.87 -723890.45 12128389 116626.7952 1001946.734 285798.4531 0.393820867 12237273.62

2 3326167.34 2.20580948 2.46489193 2.60205193 8198643.02 8654860.13 -456217.11 12237273.6 73501.6458 265739.7683 180118.6136 0.698175489 11940179.31

3 2787010.6 2.02199202 2.28107447 2.41823447 6357378.72 6739645.1 -382266.37 11940179.3 61587.36015 188100.8599 150922.1978 0.559820226 11656678.96

4 2845947.85 2.09335644 2.3524389 2.4895989 6694918.43 7085268.63 -390350.21 11656679 62889.75565 0 154113.7681 0.612623426 11175104.74

5 5397690.08 2.26463106 2.52371351 2.66087351 13622223.4 14362570.6 -740347.17 11175104.7 119278.1553 557546.488 292295.7131 1.242476273 10819286.5

6 9904604.17 3.68716192 3.94624437 4.08340437 39085988.4 40444503.9 -1358515.5 10819286.5 218871.9429 852723.8262 536354.1249 3.56197135 9996012.637

50Br 2708193.73 2.60083679 2.85991925 2.99707925 7745215.37 8116671.22 -371455.85 9996012.64 59845.66504 552150.6557 146654.1069 0.775871896 10089899

8 5522850.75 4.28186545 4.54094791 4.67810791 25078977.5 25836491.7 -757514.21 10089899 122043.9558 1414121.973 299073.4136 2.280966813 10569477.31

9 738955.648 4.89356052 5.15264297 5.28980297 3807574.62 3908929.78 -101355.16 10569477.3 16329.4419 28381.62088 40015.92624 0.369667679 10472817.29

10 1243609.59 4.10345439 4.36253684 4.49969684 5425292.66 5595866.15 -170573.49 10472817.3 27481.28475 555296.9173 67343.9466 0.509259015 10817678.05

11 647252.115 4.81709863 5.07618109 5.21334109 3285568.94 3374346.04 -88777.1 10817678 14302.97723 14417.5174 35049.99651 0.312111484 10722571.45

12 966631.262 6.52474736 6.78382981 6.92098981 6557461.97 6690045.11 -132583.14 10722571.4 21360.61762 39379.71659 52345.01609 0.623433588 10598383.62

13 2322892.42 3.71095006 3.97003251 4.10719251 9221958.42 9540566.34 -318607.92 10598383.6 51331.27664 661390.0834 125789.2702 0.852954587 10866707.79

14 2783868.26 4.80520456 5.06428702 5.20144702 14098307.9 14480143.2 -381835.37 10866707.8 61517.92075 567498.1058 150752.0339 1.276348987 10963136.41

15 1554024.97 6.20221723 6.46129968 6.59845968 10041021.1 10254171.1 -213150.07 10963136.4 34340.84387 92662.89906 84153.56038 0.931690317 10792836.53

16 752335.021 7.36073061 7.61981306 7.75697306 5732652.22 5835842.49 -103190.27 10792836.5 16625.09929 23578.4765 40740.44606 0.540741332 10689109.39

bottom 1420258.02 3.7347382 3.99382065 4.13098065 5672255.81 5867058.4 -194802.59 10689109.4 31384.86171 211276.6245 76909.81226 0.540500553 10660058.47
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Figure A62 

Before Norm Pool days precip m evap m trib input dis=.0038x+.0366

77.05344 76.6571975 19 0.04318 0.06804 7915466.24

-0.3962425

5/10/2011

Station id area m^2 Depth (average depth adjusted to lake normal pool)Df init (Depth adjusted for the initail volume of time period)Df final (Depth adjusted for the final volume of time period)init v m^3 fin v m^3 diff

in above in precip in trib Evap Res time Q downstr

I-85 5277708.17 0.57091539 0.96715785 0.82999785 5104376.87 4380486.42 723890.453 7915466.24 227891.439 688212.0398 359095.2642 0.517025628 9196364.904

2 3326167.34 2.20580948 2.60205193 2.46489193 8654860.13 8198643.02 456217.112 9196364.9 143623.9056 226804.549 226312.4256 0.877753841 9796698.045

3 2787010.6 2.02199202 2.41823447 2.28107447 6739645.1 6357378.72 382266.373 9796698.04 120343.1175 178145.4415 189628.2009 0.641799126 10287824.78

4 2845947.85 2.09335644 2.4895989 2.3524389 7085268.63 6694918.43 390350.207 10287824.8 122888.0283 0 193638.2919 0.655267652 10607424.72

5 5397690.08 2.26463106 2.66087351 2.52371351 14362570.6 13622223.4 740347.171 10607424.7 233072.2575 409690.3577 367258.8328 1.251705677 11623275.67

6 9904604.17 3.68716192 4.08340437 3.94624437 40444503.9 39085988.4 1358515.51 11623275.7 427680.808 594688.6547 673909.2676 3.264855562 13330251.38

50Br 2708193.73 2.60083679 2.99707925 2.85991925 8116671.22 7745215.37 371455.852 13330251.4 116939.8053 406308.5947 184265.5014 0.566616623 14040690.13

8 5522850.75 4.28186545 4.67810791 4.54094791 25836491.7 25078977.5 757514.208 14040690.1 238476.6952 946537.1458 375774.7648 1.688828087 15607443.41

9 738955.648 4.89356052 5.28980297 5.15264297 3908929.78 3807574.62 101355.157 15607443.4 31908.10487 78043.6267 50278.54227 0.243029698 15768471.76

10 1243609.59 4.10345439 4.49969684 4.36253684 5595866.15 5425292.66 170573.492 15768471.8 53699.06216 408280.4705 84615.19661 0.336018069 16316409.58

11 647252.115 4.81709863 5.21334109 5.07618109 3374346.04 3285568.94 88777.1 16316409.6 27948.34631 69291.81879 44039.03387 0.200711489 16458387.82

12 966631.262 6.52474736 6.92098981 6.78382981 6690045.11 6557461.97 132583.144 16458387.8 41739.13788 84936.53043 65769.59105 0.396957764 16651877.04

13 2322892.42 3.71095006 4.10719251 3.97003251 9540566.34 9221958.42 318607.924 16651877 100302.4946 474772.8888 158049.6001 0.540278336 17387510.74

14 2783868.26 4.80520456 5.20144702 5.06428702 14480143.2 14098307.9 381835.37 17387510.7 120207.4314 415927.3959 189414.3962 0.794977111 18116066.55

15 1554024.97 6.20221723 6.59845968 6.46129968 10254171.1 10041021.1 213150.065 18116066.5 67102.79837 118331.025 105735.8592 0.551832877 18408914.58

16 752335.021 7.36073061 7.75697306 7.61981306 5835842.49 5732652.22 103190.271 18408914.6 32485.82621 75033.32267 51188.87483 0.310456334 18568435.12

bottom 1420258.02 3.7347382 4.13098065 3.99382065 5867058.4 5672255.81 194802.59 18568435.1 61326.74128 192670.53 96634.35564 0.302911299 18920600.63
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Figure A63 

Before Norm Pool days precip m evap m trib input dis=.004x+.0053

76.91628 76.6571975 15 0.016764 0.051938 6892970.6

-0.2590825

5/25/2011

Station id area m^2 Depth (average depth adjusted to lake normal pool)Df init (Depth adjusted for the initail volume of time period)Df final (Depth adjusted for the final volume of time period)init v m^3 fin v m^3 diff

in above in precip in trib Evap Res time Q downstr

I-85 5277708.17 0.57091539 0.82999785 0.74770185 4380486.42 3946152.15 434334.272 6892970.6 88475.49984 528860.0575 274113.6072 0.545335426 7670526.822

2 3326167.34 2.20580948 2.46489193 2.38259593 8198643.02 7924912.75 273730.267 7670526.82 55759.86922 145418.9293 172754.4791 1.029349662 7972681.409

3 2787010.6 2.02199202 2.28107447 2.19877847 6357378.72 6128018.9 229359.824 7972681.41 46721.44563 104981.9979 144751.7563 0.767957477 8208992.92

4 2845947.85 2.09335644 2.3524389 2.2701429 6694918.43 6460708.3 234210.124 8208992.92 47709.4698 0 147812.8396 0.796743902 8343099.675

5 5397690.08 2.26463106 2.52371351 2.44141751 13622223.4 13178015.1 444208.303 8343099.67 90486.87645 297401.5958 280345.2272 1.559409765 8894851.222

6 9904604.17 3.68716192 3.94624437 3.86394837 39085988.4 38270879.1 815109.305 8894851.22 166040.7843 451139.7928 514425.3313 4.2534511 9812715.773

50Br 2708193.73 2.60083679 2.85991925 2.77762325 7745215.37 7522341.86 222873.511 9812715.77 45400.15969 294591.2665 140658.1659 0.751328907 10234922.54

8 5522850.75 4.28186545 4.54094791 4.45865191 25078977.5 24624469 454508.525 10234922.5 92585.06991 743534.6607 286845.822 2.283384683 11238704.98

9 738955.648 4.89356052 5.15264297 5.07034697 3807574.62 3746761.53 60813.094 11238705 12387.85248 21794.89421 38379.87843 0.333504732 11295320.94

10 1243609.59 4.10345439 4.36253684 4.28024084 5425292.66 5322948.57 102344.095 11295320.9 20847.87119 296229.9444 64590.59496 0.460948822 11650152.26

11 647252.115 4.81709863 5.07618109 4.99388509 3285568.94 3232302.68 53266.26 11650152.3 10850.53445 14521.92365 33616.98032 0.27764373 11695173.99

12 966631.262 6.52474736 6.78382981 6.70153381 6557461.97 6477912.08 79549.8863 11695174 16204.60647 27523.06906 50204.89447 0.554203108 11768246.66

13 2322892.42 3.71095006 3.97003251 3.88773651 9221958.42 9030793.66 191164.754 11768246.7 38940.96849 351486.8018 120646.3864 0.750188788 12229192.8

14 2783868.26 4.80520456 5.06428702 4.98199102 14098307.9 13869206.6 229101.222 12229192.8 46668.76747 302584.7301 144588.5495 1.115438742 12662958.97

15 1554024.97 6.20221723 6.46129968 6.37900368 10041021.1 9913131.03 127890.039 12662959 26051.67466 55274.72659 80712.94909 0.782806834 12791462.46

16 752335.021 7.36073061 7.61981306 7.53751706 5732652.22 5670738.06 61914.1629 12791462.5 12612.14429 19293.25651 39074.77632 0.443570718 12846207.25

bottom 1420258.02 3.7347382 3.99382065 3.91152465 5672255.81 5555374.26 116881.554 12846207.2 23809.20544 117052.7086 73765.36101 0.430205495 13030185.35
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Figure A64 

Before Norm Pool days precip m evap m trib input dis=.0019x+.0397

76.833984 76.6571975 18 0.052324 0.082206 5290759.84

-0.1767865

6/12/2011

Station id area m^2 Depth (average depth adjusted to lake normal pool)Df init (Depth adjusted for the initail volume of time period)Df final (Depth adjusted for the final volume of time period)init v m^3 fin v m^3 diff

in above in precip in trib Evap Res time Q downstr

I-85 5277708.17 0.57091539 0.74770185 0.72636585 3946152.15 3833546.97 112605.182 5290759.84 276150.8025 359276.4568 433859.2782 0.697982183 5604933.006

2 3326167.34 2.20580948 2.38259593 2.36125993 7924912.75 7853945.65 70967.1063 5604933.01 174038.3797 140715.0137 273430.912 1.391000755 5717222.593

3 2787010.6 2.02199202 2.19877847 2.17744247 6128018.9 6068555.24 59463.6581 5717222.59 145827.5424 117665.9628 229108.993 1.055106013 5811070.764

4 2845947.85 2.09335644 2.2701429 2.2488069 6460708.3 6399987.16 60721.1434 5811070.76 148911.3754 0 233953.9892 1.11770096 5786749.293

5 5397690.08 2.26463106 2.44141751 2.42008151 13178015.1 13062850 115165.115 5786749.29 282428.7356 227345.1336 443722.5105 2.2318973 5967965.767

6 9904604.17 3.68716192 3.86394837 3.84261237 38270879.1 38059554.5 211324.635 5967965.77 518248.5085 314975.9059 814217.8902 6.357062074 6198296.926

50Br 2708193.73 2.60083679 2.77762325 2.75628725 7522341.86 7464559.84 57782.0214 6198296.93 141703.5287 225743.2459 222629.7738 1.176797378 6400895.948

8 5522850.75 4.28186545 4.45865191 4.43731591 24624469 24506633.5 117835.544 6400895.95 288977.6424 481640.9806 454011.4684 3.648175979 6835338.647

9 738955.648 4.89356052 5.07034697 5.04901097 3746761.53 3730995.17 15766.3577 6835338.65 38665.11531 70249.3137 60746.58798 0.542019562 6899272.845

10 1243609.59 4.10345439 4.28024084 4.25890484 5322948.57 5296414.91 26533.6542 6899272.85 65070.62827 226677.2923 102232.1701 0.74715374 7115322.25

11 647252.115 4.81709863 4.99388509 4.97254909 3232302.68 3218492.91 13809.7711 7115322.25 33866.81964 66103.72048 53208.00733 0.449379337 7175894.554

12 966631.262 6.52474736 6.70153381 6.68019781 6477912.08 6457288.04 20624.0446 7175894.55 50578.01414 73514.37336 79462.88951 0.894296313 7241148.097

13 2322892.42 3.71095006 3.88773651 3.86640051 9030793.66 8981232.43 49561.2326 7241148.1 121543.0228 258173.701 190955.6941 1.208794385 7479470.359

14 2783868.26 4.80520456 4.98199102 4.96065502 13869206.6 13809810 59396.6131 7479470.36 145663.1227 230299.5202 228850.674 1.810746864 7685978.941

15 1554024.97 6.20221723 6.37900368 6.35766768 9913131.03 9879974.36 33156.6768 7685978.94 81312.80273 89332.81816 127750.177 1.278319955 7762031.062

16 752335.021 7.36073061 7.53751706 7.51618106 5670738.06 5654686.24 16051.82 7762031.06 39365.17764 68823.38021 61846.45273 0.724182377 7824424.987

bottom 1420258.02 3.7347382 3.91152465 3.89018865 5555374.26 5525071.63 30302.6251 7824424.99 74313.58061 124546.2679 116753.7307 0.698798444 7936833.73
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Figure A65 

Before Norm Pool days precip m evap m trib input dis=.0005x+.0039

76.812648 76.6571975 16 0.009906 0.072814 1239433.13

-0.1554505

6/28/2011

Station id area m^2 Depth (average depth adjusted to lake normal pool)Df init (Depth adjusted for the initail volume of time period)Df final (Depth adjusted for the final volume of time period)init v m^3 fin v m^3 diff

in above in precip in trib Evap Res time Q downstr

I-85 5277708.17 0.57091539 0.72636585 0.47033385 3833546.97 2482284.79 1351262.18 1239433.13 52280.97718 74990.19433 384291.043 2.526721582 2333675.44

2 3326167.34 2.20580948 2.36125993 2.10522793 7853945.65 7002340.37 851605.275 2333675.44 32949.01363 23864.71058 242191.5484 3.259483379 2999902.891

3 2787010.6 2.02199202 2.17744247 1.92141047 6068555.24 5354991.34 713563.897 2999902.89 27608.12696 18473.11972 202933.3895 1.883537024 3556614.645

4 2845947.85 2.09335644 2.2488069 1.9927749 6399987.16 5671333.44 728653.721 3556614.65 28191.95943 0 207224.8469 1.679110631 4106235.478

5 5397690.08 2.26463106 2.42008151 2.16404951 13062850 11680868.6 1381981.39 4106235.48 53469.5179 44129.06611 393027.4053 3.065195808 5192788.043

6 9904604.17 3.68716192 3.84261237 3.58658037 38059554.5 35523658.9 2535895.61 5192788.04 98115.00889 64627.49238 721193.8479 7.665316789 7170232.311

50Br 2708193.73 2.60083679 2.75628725 2.50025525 7464559.84 6771175.58 693384.257 7170232.31 26827.36709 43754.35553 197194.4183 0.96132045 7737003.872

8 5522850.75 4.28186545 4.43731591 4.18128391 24506633.5 23092606.9 1414026.52 7737003.87 54709.35949 103613.4748 402140.8542 3.08181425 8907212.374

9 738955.648 4.89356052 5.04901097 4.79297897 3730995.17 3541798.88 189196.292 8907212.37 7320.094647 7381.505894 53806.31654 0.399386094 9057303.951

10 1243609.59 4.10345439 4.25890484 4.00287284 5296414.91 4978011.06 318403.851 9057303.95 12319.19661 43972.84593 90552.1888 0.551699756 9341447.655

11 647252.115 4.81709863 4.97254909 4.71651709 3218492.91 3052775.66 165717.253 9341447.66 6411.679446 6411.776486 47129.01547 0.328003551 9472859.349

12 966631.262 6.52474736 6.68019781 6.42416581 6457288.04 6209799.5 247488.535 9472859.35 9575.449279 8145.262541 70384.28869 0.659200685 9667684.307

13 2322892.42 3.71095006 3.86640051 3.61036851 8981232.43 8386497.64 594734.791 9667684.31 23010.57229 51340.42691 169139.0885 0.876066913 10167631.01

14 2783868.26 4.80520456 4.96065502 4.70462302 13809810 13097050.7 712759.358 10167631 27576.99896 44820.15068 202704.5833 1.304834957 10750082.93

15 1554024.97 6.20221723 6.35766768 6.10163568 9879974.36 9482094.23 397880.122 10750082.9 15394.17139 11845.48355 113154.7744 0.889154634 11062047.94

16 752335.021 7.36073061 7.51618106 7.26014906 5654686.24 5462064.4 192621.84 11062047.9 7452.630718 7047.954202 54780.52222 0.49557062 11214389.84

bottom 1420258.02 3.7347382 3.89018865 3.63415665 5525071.63 5161440.13 363631.501 11214389.8 14069.07594 20082.54781 103414.6674 0.463111836 11508758.3
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Figure A66 

Before Norm Pool days precip m evap m trib input dis=.0015x+.1201

76.556616 76.6571975 22 0.033782 0.100149 5055521.99

0.10058155

7/20/2011

Station id area m^2 Depth (average depth adjusted to lake normal pool)Df init (Depth adjusted for the initail volume of time period)Df final (Depth adjusted for the final volume of time period)init v m^3 fin v m^3 diff

in above in precip in trib Evap Res time Q downstr

I-85 5277708.17 0.57091539 0.47033385 0.29050185 2482284.79 1533183.97 949100.817 5055521.99 178291.5376 515381.2716 528557.196 0.293677533 6169738.422

2 3326167.34 2.20580948 2.10522793 1.92539593 7002340.37 6404189.05 598151.324 6169738.42 112364.585 304488.6511 333112.3326 1.024100139 6851630.65

3 2787010.6 2.02199202 1.92141047 1.74157847 5354991.34 4853797.66 501193.689 6851630.65 94150.79195 282248.3388 279116.3242 0.698497353 7450107.146

4 2845947.85 2.09335644 1.9927749 1.8129429 5671333.44 5159540.94 511792.494 7450107.15 96141.81036 0 285018.8315 0.710560174 7773022.619

5 5397690.08 2.26463106 2.16404951 1.98421751 11680868.6 10710191.2 970677.402 7773022.62 182344.7662 388079.1177 540573.2635 1.372595819 8773550.641

6 9904604.17 3.68716192 3.58658037 3.40674837 35523658.9 33742494.1 1781164.78 8773550.64 334597.338 472635.1261 991936.2028 3.92864077 10370011.68

50Br 2708193.73 2.60083679 2.50025525 2.32042325 6771175.58 6284155.69 487019.895 10370011.7 91488.20059 386533.4366 271222.8939 0.594144684 11063830.32

8 5522850.75 4.28186545 4.18128391 4.00145191 23092606.9 22099421.6 993185.295 11063830.3 186572.9439 633452.3034 553107.9794 1.950393959 12323932.88

9 738955.648 4.89356052 4.79297897 4.61314697 3541798.88 3408911.01 132887.872 12323932.9 24963.39969 236495.4318 74005.66917 0.272464697 12644273.91

10 1243609.59 4.10345439 4.00287284 3.82304084 4978011.06 4754370.26 223640.8 12644273.9 42011.61922 387434.7094 124546.257 0.367156258 13172814.79

11 647252.115 4.81709863 4.71651709 4.53668509 3052775.66 2936379.02 116396.642 13172814.8 21865.47093 232495.298 64821.65202 0.219750131 13478750.55

12 966631.262 6.52474736 6.42416581 6.24433381 6209799.5 6035968.27 173831.233 13478750.5 32654.73729 239645.928 96807.15423 0.442058033 13828075.29

13 2322892.42 3.71095006 3.61036851 3.43053651 8386497.64 7968767.25 417730.389 13828075.3 78471.95165 417825.981 232635.3527 0.565492157 14509468.26

14 2783868.26 4.80520456 4.70462302 4.52479102 13097050.7 12596422.1 500628.596 14509468.3 94044.63747 390929.8416 278801.6221 0.855988671 15216269.71

15 1554024.97 6.20221723 6.10163568 5.92180368 9482094.23 9202630.81 279463.419 15216269.7 52498.07166 254909.3396 155634.0471 0.598816048 15647506.5

16 752335.021 7.36073061 7.26014906 7.08031706 5462064.4 5326770.49 135293.911 15647506.5 25415.38168 235119.5311 75345.60001 0.336441156 15967989.72

bottom 1420258.02 3.7347382 3.63415665 3.45432465 5161440.13 4906032.29 255407.84 15967989.7 47979.15641 288887.2297 142237.4204 0.303541919 16418026.53
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Figure A67 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Explanation of Lake Model (Figures A56-A66) 

 

Before= Lake elevation at beginning of time period 

After= Lake elevation at end of time period 

Norm Pool= Lake elevation at normal pool 

days= Number of days in time period 

precip m =Precipitation during time period in meters 

evap m= Open water evaporation during time period in meters 

trib input= Input to the lake from USGS gauged tributaries in meters
3
 

dis= discharge equation for time period (see Figure A67) 

area m^2= Area of lake cell in meters
2
 

Depth (average)= Average depth of lake cell at normal pool 

DF init= Average depth of lake cell at beginning of time period 

DF final= Average depth of lake cell at end of time period 

init v m^3= Volume of lake cell at beginning of time period 

fin v m^3= Volume of lake cell at end of time period 

diff= Volume of lake cell at end of time period minus volume at beginning 

in above= Volume of water entering cell from upstream in meters
3
 

in precip= Volume of water entering cell from precipitation in meters
3 

in trib= Volume of water entering cell from un-gauged tributaries 

Evap= Volume of water leaving cell due to evaporation in meters
3
 

Res time= Residence time of water in that cell expressed in terms of the  

 length of that time period 

Q downstream= Volume of water leaving cell downstream  
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Figure A68 

USGS Guages Area km2

TAR RIVER, NC 432.53

FLAT RIVER AT BAHAMA, NC 385.91

FLAT RIVER TRIB NR WILLARDVILLE, NC 2.9526

ELLERBE CREEK AT CLUB BOULEVARD AT DURHAM, NC 15.5659

MOUNTAIN CREEK AT SR1617 NR BAHAMA, NC 20.6423

LITTLE RIVER AT SR1461 NEAR ORANGE FACTORY, NC 202.538

ENO RIVER NEAR DURHAM, NC 365.19

Lake Cell

Area below USGS gauges 1 100.692758

Stone creek 2 26.726491

Panther Creek 3 18.926157

Little Lick creek 5 56.044135

Ledge creek 6 85.700423

Lick creek 7 55.502019

BeaverDam creeks 8 134.435766

no name 8 7.667988

no name 9 2.879262

New Light creek 10 55.818122

no name 11 1.476297

no name 12 3.984234

Bartons (Upper and Lower) 13 66.477238

Horse creek 14 57.043968

no name 15 9.337563

no name 16 2.396693

Honeycutt creek 17 21.254612

Date Discharge Equation r2 p

2/10/2011 m3/s=0.0035*Km2+0.0854 0.8883 0.0015

2/22/2011 m3/s=0.0015*Km2+0.0011 0.8978 0.0012

3/6/2011 m3/s=0.003*Km2+0.032 0.8629 0.0025

3/21/2011 m3/s=0.0077*Km2-0.0048 0.9591 0.0001

4/5/2011 m3/s=0.0156*Km2-0.0513 0.9676 0.0001

4/21/2011 m3/s=0.0072*Km2-0.0002 0.9781 0

5/10/2011 m3/s=0.0038*Km2+0.0366 0.89756676 0.0012

5/25/2011 m3/s=0.004*Km2+.0053 0.54686025 0.0575

6/12/2011 m3/s=0.0019*Km2+.0397 0.86527204 0.0024

6/28/2011 m3/s=0.0005*Km2+.0039 0.61873956 0.0359

7/20/2011 m3/s=0.0015*Km2+.1201 0.499849 0.0757

avergae= 0.81655342 0.01619091


